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EDITORIAL.
the last number appeared, the
S INCE
Regiment has settled down to its
summer routine . The musketry season
has now come to a close, to the great
relief of all concerned.
The time is drawing near when the
second leave begins, and we are all discussing our plans for going home . Some
believe in getting home " the quickest
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the best, " while others want to get home
in such a roundabout way that one sometimes wonders, if they carry out their projected plans, whether their leave will be
long enough, by the time they get to
England, to enable them to catch the boat
back to Egypt.
Everybody seems to agree in one thing
and that is that the chance of spending a
day or two in Paris ought not to be
missed . Luckily, however, most of the
plans will be made and berths booked
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before those who are now on leave come
back, because it is a strange thing that
those whose leave is just over never seem
interested in the plans of those who are
just starting, and, moreover, they do not
seem too sweet-tempered about it, so that
one sometimes wonders whether their
leave has done them much good after all.
*
* *
By way of a diversion, we had a plague
of locusts in April . They settled in
countless numbers in the Mess garden,
where they were kept on the move by the
garden boys, who roamed about beating
tins and shouting- to Allah, to the discomfiture of those who thought of a little
" shut-eye '' after luncheon, As an aftermath, a small swarm of young locusts
arrived on the rifle ranges, where they
were dealt with by a crowd of natives,
forcibly enlisted for the purpose by the
Cairo police, who were present armed
with long sticks to organize the locustswatting . Should a policeman notice a
native fail to hit a locust, he dealt the
unhappy marksman a shrewd blow to improve his aim for the future.
*
* *
The Regiment has just lost one of its
best friends on the appointment of Brigadier Howard-Vyse as Inspector-General
of Cavalry . We should have liked to
finish our time in Egypt under his command, and, though we have not heard for
certain who is to succeed him, we feel
that we shall be lucky to see his like.
*
*
*
The change-of-air camps at Sidi-Bishr
and Sidi-Gaber are again in full swing,
and, though we have been lucky enough
not to have had much hot weather, with
the exception of one or two khamseens,
I think all of us look forward to a rest
and change of air, especially as one of the
other regimental journals in this country
has stated that the extraordinarily good
health of the Regiment is due to the great
amount of work we do.
So we feel we have really earned our
leave!
*
* *
Apart from the winner of the Derby,
the most discussed matter was the date of
the Regiment's move to India.
We first of all heard that January had
been decided on, then it was advanced to

the middle of October, and now we have
just heard October 4th.
This last date has proved a bitter blow
to those on leave, as it has meant cabling
them to return, as all extensions of leave
have had to be cancelled.
*
*
*
The Regimental cricket team has been
doing very well indeed, and we have great
hopes of winning the Command Cricket
Cup.
Unfortunately, we have lost Gairdner,
who has gone on leave, and on the eve
of our semi-final match, Macmullen—
whom many people consider the best bat
in Egypt—has had to go into hospital,
and is unlikely to be fit enough to play ..
It would be a very pleasant finale to our
tour in Egypt if this cup were to join
the Frank Cook Cup in our possession.
*
*
*
FROM THE EDITOR, ON LEAVE IN ENGLAND.

While I am moving about England in
search of the foolhardy trout to take my
fly and for bookmakers to lay me a point
over the odds, I am pursued and overtaken by readdressed letters from those
officers to whom I made an appeal for an
increased subscription . I sowed the seeds
of this appeal last spring in fear and trepidation, but am reaping an encouraging
harvest . Not only are there bankers '
orders, but many kind letters of appreciation . As these have followed me from
Egypt and must be sent back there for
checking, I am unable to acknowledge
them individually . In the next copy of
the GAZETTE we will publish a complete
list of subscribers and the amounts subscribed . In the meantime as a stopgap
I must express our gratitude for the
ready and generous response to my
appeal.
C . K . DAVY.

ROLL OF MEMBERS
OF THE REGIMENTAL ASSOCIATION.
I .)
(Continued from p . 31 . Fol . IX, No
L ./Cpl . Pollard.
Tpr . McEwan.
Cpl . Leggett.
Tpr . Fennemore.
Tpr . Barton.
Tpr . Quinn.
Cpl . Setchell.
Tpr . Doddrell,

L ./Cpl . McIntyre.
Tpr . Mansfield.
Tpr . Dare.
Tpr . Kates.
Tpr . Hook.
Tpr . Bragg.
Tpr . Tracy.
Tpr . Mace .
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THE LATE
VISCOUNT VALENTIA,
K.C
.V.O., C .B ., T.D.
ANNESLEY was born in
A RTHUR
1843, and was the eleventh Viscount
Valentia . On leaving the Royal Military
Academy, 'W oolwich, in 1864, he was
gazetted Cornet in the 10th Royal
Hussars, who were then stationed in
Dublin.
Perhaps some old Tenth will remember
the day he joined the Regiment, as on
this day about five hundred breech-loading carbines, the Westley-Richards, were
issued to the Tenth.
One wonders what the wielders of these
carbines would say if they had to use the
modern, up-to-date Service rifles . Such
great changes have taken place in small
arms that a carbine nowadays would seem
like a pop-gun.
It was during this time, too, that a pack
of hounds was purchased, and, with Capt.
the Hon . C . C . Molyneux as huntsman
and Lord Valentia as one of the whips,
many happy days were spent in the Golden
Valley of the Tipperary.
Later, when the Headquarters of the
Regiment were at Dundalk, Lord Valentia established another pack which hunted
the district round about.
In 1868 Viscount Valentia was promoted
Lieutenant . During this time, the nonpivot system of drill was adopted from
the Austrian Army by Col . Valentine
Baker.
The Army at this time was gradually
being re-formed and improvements were
being made, which no doubt had a great
deal to do with the open-mindedness
and wise judgment for which Viscount
Valentia was later noted.
Although he did not take part in the
South African War with the 10th Hussars,
he was one of those who organized the
first contingent of Imperial Yeomanry
for service in that campaign . He himself went out to South Africa as Assistant
Adjutant-General of the Imperial Yeomanry.
Lord Valentia soon gained a name for
himself as a keen soldier, always spotlessly turned out, and a splendid sportsman . In whatever sports the Regiment
took part, he was always there.
In 1866, riding his horse " Moccas, "

he was successful in getting second place
in the Baker Cup Race . Two years later
on " Ventpiece " he achieved a double
success by winning the Baker Cup and the
10th Hussars Cup.
He was one of the pioneers of polo, and
in 1869, on Hounslow Heath, he was one
of the team to play in the first match ever
played in England .
This game of
hockey on horseback " took place
between the 10th Hussars and the 9th
Lancers, and was witnessed by the elite
of London . The result was a win for
the 10th Hussars by 3 goals to 2.
The following year these two teams
again met in the polo field, Lord Valentia
being one of the team which again
defeated the 9th Lancers.
His play became so noteworthy that he
was classed among such champions as
E . M . Dancey, E . Hartopp and the Hon.
H . Boscawen.
In 1871, when manoeuvres were held in
the vicinity of Aldershot, he acted as
Aide-de-Camp to His Majesty King
Edward VII (then the Prince of Wales),
who was commanding the Cavalry
Brigade in the 2nd Division.
It was a great loss to the Tenth when
he retired in 1872, all ranks regretting
parting with such a good soldier, a splendid horseman, and a keen sportsman in
every way.
Although he left the Regiment, Lord
Valentia did not sever his connection with
it, for he gave a great deal of time to
the 10th Hussars' Aid Society and to the
Old Comrades Association.
The calls for his services were many
and varied, for, in 1895, he was elected
Member of Parliament for Oxford City;
from 1898 to 1905 he was Comptroller of
His Majesty's Household ; an Officer in
the Freemasons ; and also Chairman of
the Oxfordshire Territorial Force Association.
His son, Capt . the Hon . A . Annesley,
who was also in the 10th Hussars, was
killed by a sniper on November 16th, 1914,
when the Regiment was in trenches outside Ypres.
In 1927, before the Regiment left
Aldershot for Hounslow, we were deeply
grieved to hear of his death, but those
10th who knew him will never forget this
Hussar who gave so much of his time
for his King and Country .
A. S .
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I' was decided to hold the anniversary
of this memorable day on Sunday, May
18th, 1930, and on the return from church
the Regiment was formed up in front of
the Regimental War Memorial, which had
been placed outside the Orderly Room.
Lieut .-Col . Greenwood placed a wreath
of laurel leaves on the Memorial : the
trumpeters sounded the " Last Post "
then after two minutes ' silence " Reveille "
was sounded.
The Commanding Officer then gave a
brief outline of the events that happened
on May 13th, 1915, drawing attention to
the account given by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle in his book " The Campaign in
France, 1915," a copy of which can be
seen framed, hanging on the Memorial.

I

MAY 13TH, 191 ;.

Extract from " The Campaign in
France, 1915 " . —
THE SECOND BATTLE OF YPRES,
MAY 4TH-MAY 13TH, 1915.

" The First and Third Cavalry Divisions were put into the line in the Ypres
Salient on May 12th, 1915.
First Cavalry Division from Wieltje
to Verlorenhoek, the Third from there to
Hooge, where they joined on to the 27th
Infantry Division.
" The Third Cavalry Division now consisted of : —
" 6th Brigade .—Royals, 3rd Dragoon
Guards, N . Somerset Yeomanry.
" 7th Brigade .-1st and 2nd Life Guards
and Leicester Yeomanry.
" 8th Brigade . 10th
Hussars, The
Blues, Essex Yeomanry.
" The Cavalry took over the lines on
May 12th just in time to meet the brunt
of what may have been the most severe
German attack in this Battle . The shelling on this day can only be described as
terrific . The Germans appeared to have
an inexhaustible supply of munitions, and
from morning to night they blew to pieces
the trenches in front and the shelters
behind which might screen the supports.
" May 13th was a day of tempestuous
weather, and the howling wind, the
driving rain . and the pitiless fire made it
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nightmare of the combat . The attack
on the right fell on the 3rd Caval r y
Division, and they were exposed all the
morning to a perfectly hellish fire, which
was especially murderous to the North of
the Ypres-Roulers road, where the 6th
Cavalry Brigade were stationed, and they
were blown with their trenches into the
air after a 14-hour continuous bombardment, but the Brigade held on to their
ground.
" During the afternoon a gallant
attempt was made to straighten out the
line in the centre of the 3rd Cavalry Division front.
" The 8th Cavalry Brigade (10th Hussars, Blues, Essex Yeomanry), under
Bulkeley-Johnson . pushed forward and
won their way to the original line of
trenches, chasing the Germans out and
making many prisoners, but they found
it impossible to hold them without
sup-ortndehavyslfir
.
They
fell back, therefore, and formed an irregular line behind the trenches in craters and
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broken ground . This they held for the
rest of the day.
" This ended a desperate conflict . The
Germans had failed in this, which proved
to he their final and supreme effort to
break the line . From May 13th the fighting died down, and for some time the
harassed and exhausted defenders were
allowed to recuperate.
" The British losses in this Battle from
May 4th to May 13th were from 12,000
to 15,000 in 3 Infantry and 2 Cavalry
Divisions.
" All the Infantry losses, heavy as they
were, are eclipsed by those of the 3rd
Cavalry Division, which bore the full blast
of the final whirlwind, and was practically
destroyed in saving Ypres.
" This splendid Division was only engaged for one clear day, and yet lost
nearly as heavily in proportion as either
of the 3 Infantry Divisions which had
been in the firing line for a week.
The casualties of the 3rd Cavalry
Division were 91 officers and 1,050 men,
or
in about 6o per cent . of their strength
the trenches.
" Throughout these operations, for the
first time the British were provided with
extemporary respirators soaked in alkalis,
to save them from the deadly poisonous
as clouds and gas shells.
" An aerial observer has described that
plain of Ypres as simply flaming and
smoking from end to end with the incessant heat of the shells, and has expressed
his wonder that human life should have
been possible under such a fire . It is
doubtful whether any Regiments have
ever endured more in so short a time.
" And yet the road to Ypres was ever
barred ."
CASUALTIES OF THE 10TH ROYAL HUSSARS,
MAY 12TH AND 13TH, 1915.

Killed .—Lieut .-Col . E . R . Shearman,
Major the Hon . C . Mitford, Capt . G.
Stewart, S .S .M . Keats, Sergts . Dicks,
Lurcott, Keeley and Porter, and 34 other
ranks.
Wounded .—Lieut .-Col . C . Crichton,
Major W . Gibbs, Lieuts . Lord Chesham,
J . Wardell, R . Thomas, G . Alexander and
C . Humbert, Sergts . Lock, Hyland,
Lloyd, Stone, Nibble and Mitchell, and
89 other ranks .

EQUITATION NOTES.
day early in March we were notiO NEfied
that we should be responsible
for the Trick Ride at the Searchlight
Tattoo . This was certainly disquieting,
as we had barely six weeks in which to
work up both men and horses.
We, however, started to practise the
week after manouvres, and it was soon
apparent that our " tricks " would have
to be simple to do and effective to watch.
So the practices were organized into four
sections, i .e ., "Tent-peggers, Jumpers,
Vaulters, and Handkerchief-snatchers.
When these started to improve, we began
to work them into a programme, and the
display began to take shape.
We were determined that, whatever
happened, there were to be no pauses.
Nobody, therefore, was asked to take part
in two consecutive " turns ." We then
proceeded to borrow the cowboy costumes
of the 13th/18th Hussars, and soon
became cowboys, both in manners and
speech.
We concentrated on Flaming Pegs and
soon became expert in making and taking
them . The Peggers did section, crosssection and Indian-file pegging with the
flaming pegs.
Then the Vaulters just vaulted when
required, and the Handkerchief-snatchers
snatched handkerchiefs also when required . We had two phases of jumping,
one at the beginning and one at the end
of the programme . In the first we did:
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jumping over a table and through wooden
frames . The half-sections crossing and
the section jumping proved quite effective . The second phase came after the
William Tell and consisted of five horsemen jumping- the clown in a stretcher,
a donkey-cart and a flaming jump . This
jumping was good, and the horses
jumped the donkey-cart in none too good
light extraordinarily well.
The entry of the Regimental Cowboys
into the arena was certainly spectacular.
From the two side-gates they poured in
at breakneck speed, firing- their pistols
with incredible rapidity and did a complete

the superb horsemanship of the British
cavalry.
There is no doubt that all worked very
hard to make the display a success, and
all deserve great credit for their efforts.
Appended is a list of performers :
Chief Cowboy and Champion Double
19 .—S .S .M .R .I . J . Haynes, M .M.
Cowboy Tent-peggers .—No . i Section:
Sergts . Prince, M .M ., Elderfield and
Davis, and Cpl . Frisby . No . 2 Section:
S .S .Ms . Guy and Wells, and Sergts.
Shepherd and Hart.

TRICK RIDE, ABBASSIA, EGYPT, 1930.

circuit of the arena . The exit also was
impressive . Forming up in a convulsive
line before the grandstand, they clouted
their horses thrice upon the neck and
wheeling about disappeared as quickly as
they had entered.
This Trick Ride was voted a great
success, and some people were even kind
enough to say that it was the best thing
in the Tattoo, whilst General Strickland,
our G .O .C . in Egypt, stated that it was
an excellent performance in every way.
The papers wrote in glowing terms of

Cowboy Handkerchief - snatchers . —
S .S .M . Rusbridge, L ./Cpls . Upshall and
Hobbs, and Tprs . Hammond, Derrick and
James.
One who fell dead at the gallop .—Tpr.
Thomas.
Vaulters .—L ./Cpl . Higgins, and Tprs.
Snelling, Jarman, Mourant and Fachie.
Cowboy Jumpers—S .S .M . Wells, Sergt.
Davis, Cpl . Frisby, and L /Cpl . Vipond.
Extra Jumper .—S .S .M . Guy.
The Clown and William T'ell's Victim.
—Sergt . Taylor .
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"LEST WE FORGET ."
EXTRACTS FROM LIEUT .-COL . WHITMORE ' S
" HISTORY OF THE TENTH ROYAL HUSSARS
DURING THE EUROPEAN WAR, 1914-1918 . "
Bois JEAN AND AUBIN ST . VAAST, 1917.
(Continued from page 15o, Fol . IX,
No . 4, March, 1930 .)
the meanwhile, the French attack
I south of the Roye Road had been
entirely successful, and they had occupied
Arvillers.
On August 10th, at 3 .30 a .m ., the 6th
Cavalry Brigade moved east, the 3rd
Cavalry Division relieving the 2nd Cavalry
Division . The general advance was
taken up, with the 8th Cavalry Brigade
in reserve.
The Brigade moved up past Beaufort
to Folies, with the 3rd Dragoon Guards
on the right, via Bouchoir, and the 1st
Royal Dragoons on the left, via Rouvroy.
A company of whippet tanks, under Major
R . West, D .S .O ., was placed at the disposal of Lieut .-Col . Whitmore.
On arrival at the above-named line, it
became evident that the situation at Parvillers was obscure and that the high
ground between Damery and Andechy
was strongly held by the enemy . The
nature of the country, owing- to old trench
systems and the barbed-wire entanglements of the old battle ground of 1916,
rendered the possibilities of cavalry
advances impracticable in front of the 6th
Cavalry Brigade.
The Canadian Cavalry Brigade was
ordered to seize Hill Too, this being the
highest point on the road between Quesnel and Roye . Lieut .-Col . Whitmore.
commanding the 6th Cavalry Brigade, was
ordered to support this attack . Orders
were thereupon issued for the 10th Royal
Hussars to keep in close support of the
Canadian Cavalry Brigade, and the 1st
Royal Dragoons were brought into
reserve at Folies.
The 10th Royal Hussars in consequence
moved to a point just south of the road
due south of Le Quesnoy, and the 3rd
Dragoon Guards remained east of Le
Quesnoy . The Canadian Cavalry Brigade
attempted to carry the hill by attacking
up the main road, the country on either
side being quite impassable for cavalry,

but the attack failed and they had many
casualties.
The Headquarters of the 6th Cavalry
Brigade during this operation were just
west of Le Quesnoy, and suddenly
became subjected to a very heavy bombardment, causing casualties in Brigade
Headquarters, and many horses were
killed and wounded . The Brigade subsequently concentrated on Folies for the
night.
On August 11th the 3rd Cavalry Division marched back to the Boves area, and
the 10th Royal Hussars were billeted at
Fouencamps.
Whilst in this area, the Commander-inChief visited all the regiments in the
Division, and was accorded a great reception.
During the three days ' fighting, August
8th, 9th and 10th, the Cavalry Corps as
a whole captured no fewer than 3,000
prisoners, in addition to two trains and a
large quantity of supplies and transport.
Between August 8th and 12th, the
Fourth Army captured 21,85o prisoners
and 400 guns ; the safety of Amiens had
been restored, and the Amiens-Paris railway had been freed.
The success thus achieved did not stop
there : it was but a forerunner to the
series of victories which were gained by
all the armies along the Western Front—
victories which, in three months, exhausted the resources of what was once
the world's most powerful military organization, and thus brought about peace.
DROCOURT-QUEANT LINE, 1918.
(A short account of this was published
in the March, 1929, number, page 170,
and it is therefore proposed to pass on to
the next chapter .)
ST . QUENTIN, 1918.
After the capture of the DrocourtQueant Line, the 10th Royal Hussars
remained at Wailly until September 5th,
when they returned to Sibiville to rejoin
the 6th Cavalry Brigade.
On September 25th, the Cavalry Corps
moved forward to take part in the operations near St . Quentin . The 6th Cavalry
Brigade marched through the area only
recently vacated by the Germans, through
Bouzincourt and Albert, which in the
darkness only showed heaps of broken
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debris, the houses absolutely destroyed,
and the Cathedral no longer recognizable
as such, only the outer walls of the ruin
being left, which showed where the building once stood.
That night (September 26th), the
Brigade bivouacked in the open, near the
ruined village of Meaulte . Quantities of
German war material lay strewn about
the place, and there was not a house
standing . The church had been completely destroyed since the British evacuation the previous April.
The march was continued on the night
of September 27th, passing through Fricourt and the country familiar to all in
the battles of the Somme in 1916 . On
arrival at Hem, the Brigade billeted in
huts, which had originally been built by
the British, but occupied recently by the
Germans.
On September 29th, the Brigade
marched in the evening to Vermand.
During all this period the constant and
continual attacks of the Third and Fourth
Armies were breaking the morale of the
enemy, and every day brought better
news.
On October 2nd, at 8 a .m ., the Brigade
moved forward to an assembly area near
Bellenglise, the 3rd Cavalry Division
being in a position of readiness to exploit
the success of the Fourth Army . However, at 10 .30 a .m ., orders were received
to return to Bihecourt.
On October 3rd, at 10 .30 a .m ., the
Brigade moved up again to Bellenglise,
and from there to an assembly area,
south-west of Joncourt, arriving at that
place at about 3 p .m.
The 3rd Dragoon Guards were ordered
to advance towards Ramicourt, but they
could make no progress, being held up
by artillery and machine-gun fire . The
10th Royal Hussars, remaining in support, came under heavy machine-gun fire
from many aeroplanes, also some gas
shells, and were forced to find a fresh
position of readiness at Joncourt.
In the evening the Brigade returned to
bivouac near Pontru and were subjected
to considerable bombing by enemy aircraft during the night . During the
march to Pontru, an enemy bomb, intended for the column on the march, fell
right into the middle of a column of
German prisoners, and about seventy were
killed .

On October 5th, the Brigade moved
back to Trefcon . On October 8th, the
Brigade moved forward to an assembly
area at Magny-la-Fosse, marching out
from Trefcon at 4 . 45 a .m.
The role of the 3rd Cavalry Division
was to support the 1st Cavalry Division
in exploiting the success of the Third and
Fourth Armies, attacking in the direction
of Caudry-Bohain, the 6th Cavalry
Brigade being in Corps reserve . At
9 a .m ., the Brigade moved up to just
north of Wiancourt and returned to
Magny-la-Fosse for the night.
On October 9th the Brigade moved off
at 5 a .m . to an assembly area ' east of
Ponchaux . The role of the Division was
to keep close touch with the infantry, and,
if the opportunity occurred, to push
through and occupy the high ground west
and south-west of Le Cateau.
The 6th Cavalry Brigade moved along
the line of the main Estrees-Le Cateau
Road to a position south of Maretz.
" C '' Squadron, 10th Royal Hussars,
under Capt . Murland, acted as right flankguard to the Division . This squadron
came under machine-gun fire from the
outskirts of La Sabliere Wood (south of
Maretz), and it became evident that the
enemy were holding the line of the railway, west of Honnechy.
At 1 p .m ., orders were received that,
in the event of the infantry capturing
Honnechy, the Canadian Cavalry Brigade
would advance via Maurois and the 6th
Cavalry Brigade would advance south of
Honnechy.
After stubborn resistance, Honnechy
was captured . The 1st Royal Dragoons
advanced on Reumont and the 3rd
Dragoon Guards advanced to the eastern
outskirts of Honnechy ; the 10th Royal
Hussars, in reserve, followed the 3rd
Dragoon Guards.
The 10th Royal Hussars had suffered
many casualties in killed and wounded
prior to this advance, by shell fire, also
by enemy aircraft machine guns, .and
many horses had been killed.
Heavy artillery and machine-gun fire
was met with by the Regiment at Honnechy, coming under direct observation
from the high ground near Escaufort.
" C " Battery, R .H .A ., under Major
Scott, D .S .O ., was able to come into
action against German batteries, which
were plainly visible in the open .
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Enemy machine-gun fire was especially
severe against the southern slopes of the
hill south of Honnechy, and it was here
that many casualties occurred.
The village of Honnechy was inhabited
by many civilians and many lost their
lives in the bombardment that followed.
Red Cross flags were flying from most of
the houses and also from the church : this
was the signal used by the civilian population to draw our attention to the fact
that they were there, prior to our occupation of the village . Their bravery under
shell fire was much to be admired, and
the assistance which they rendered to the
wounded was beyond praise.
They were all so delighted to be delivered from the yoke of the German rule
that they were almost beyond themselves
with joy . It was in the town of Maretz,
close to Honnechy, that a man of the
11th Hussars reported himself, having
been living there under the protection of
the civilian inhabitants ever since the first
Battle of Le Cateau in 1914.
Honnechy itself was very heavily
shelled, as was the entire neighbourhood
of the village, casualties becoming constant in the Brigade, and it was here that
Lieut .-Col . Rome, D .S .O ., commanding
the 3rd Dragoon Guards, was wounded.
The 1st Royal Dragoons continued the
advance on Reumont, but the high
ground east and north-east of that village
was strongly held, the enemy holding
positions all along the west bank of the
river protecting Le Cateau.
The 10th Royal Hussars were in support of the 1st Royal Dragoons, and
suffered heavily from enemy aircraft
bombs.
At nightfall the situation was that Le
Cateau was still held by the enemy in
force, as was the west bank of the river,
the Brigade bivouacking on the ground
it had captured between Reumont and
Maurois, establishing outposts overlooking the river . The line was taken over
during the night by the I Corps Cyclists.
The casualties of the Regiment were as
follows : —
Killed .-7 other ranks .
Wounded.—Capt . W .
S . Murland,
Lieuts . S . J . Tufnell, W . Ritchie, F . C.
Drake, M .C ., and S . A . Rallie, and 58
other ranks.
Also 6 horses .

Total casualties : 70 officers and other
ranks, and 106 horses.
During the night shelling continued
intermittently, but diminished towards the
early hours of the morning.
On October 10th, the Brigade was concentrated by 6 a .m . in the valley south of
Triosvilles . Very little progress was
possible, and the line then ran from the
western outskirts of Neuvilly and western
outskirts of Le Cateau.
The Regiment bivouacked for the night
just north-east of the village of Montigny.
The Brigade marched back to Elincourt
on October 11th, billeting there for two
nights.
The village of Montigny possessed
many inhabitants, and they were all very
anxious to do something for the British
troops . Very little damage had been
done in this village, either by friend or
foe ; everywhere showed evidence of a
hasty retreat.
Elincourt was a larger village altogether, and must have contained a large
number of inhabitants . This was one
of the unfortunate places which was necessarily in our area for bombardment prior
to its occupation by the Australians . The
destructive power of preliminary bombardment was amply illustrated by the
fact that there was probably not a single
house which had not been struck or
destroyed by our bombardment . The
horrors of war were painfully . depicted in
this small town, and it is to the credit
of the enemy that they compelled the inhabitants to evacuate the place prior to
the advance of the British troops, knowing that their own resistance at this place
would attract a heavy bombardment.
In consequence, when the 6th Cavalry
Brigade entered the village, there
appeared no evidence of anyone living in
the place . It soon became known, however, that there were still a few, and also
that there were some bodies of dead
civilians .
This proved to be only too
true . A systematic search was made,
and some four or five bodies were found
unburied, and also the body of a dead
German soldier was found lying on the
floor of the church, which had been used
as a dressing station.
The story told by one civilian inhabitant
to the writer of this narrative was, indeed, a sad story to listen to.
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The writer visited a small cottage, containing three small rooms ; and on rapping at the door, a middle-aged woman
with trouble written all over her face
opened the door . In the corner of the
room sat a very old woman—her mother
—aged 87 . On being asked whether it
was true that the body of a woman was
lying unburied in the house, the middleaged woman opened another door leading
into what was evidently the only bedroom.
The room presented a terrible sight, for
it was obvious that a shell had burst in
the room ; everything lay about broken
and in confusion : tables, chairs, china
and glass, clothes, bricks and timber . In
the centre of the room on the floor lay
the body of a very old woman on her
back, arms stretched out, just as she had
been killed, perhaps four clays before.
The pitiful story was this—that the
inhabitants, young and old, received
orders to evacuate the village in anticipation of the bombardment . All were told
to walk to Honnechy . The old woman
of 87, her two daughters, and the woman
whose body now lay in the cottage,
started to tramp to Honnechy . The two
old women could not get as far, and
remained the night in the open, in the
rain . The two daughters went on to their
destination, carrying what things they
could with them . Being unable to find
the two old ladies, one of them returned
to look for them, eventually reaching her
old home at Elincourt, only to find they
had crawled back to their house and that
no sooner had they got back than a shell
burst in the house and killed the unfortunate old friend of the family.
The church at Elincourt was thoroughly
cleaned out by a Brigade fatigue party.
Tons of filth and debris were removed.
the seats replaced in their position, and
the body of the old lady was removed
from the cottage and laid on the steps of
the altar pending opportunity for burial.
The above story is only one instance of
the many similar sad stories which might
be told and which illustrate the dreadful
hardships which were suffered by the unfortunate people whom Providence had
arranged should become the victims of
this terrible war.

(To be continued .)

THE ACTIVITIES OF "A"
SQUADRON .
E moved out to the manoeuvre area

W on March 10th, our first halt being
Helwan, which place we reached after an
uneventful trek . The following day we
moved on to El Sharufa, and once again
we were in the mighty desert.
On arrival we encountered the Camel
Transport, of whom many weird and
wonderful tales have been recounted,
some no doubt true and others of the
inebriated angler's variety.
Operations commenced, for us, early
next morning, and we were soon on the
move gaining touch with the enemy
infantry . An interesting and instructive
day ended with our return to bivouac at
El Sharufa at nightfall.
We must mention that the interest displayed by our young officers in the doings
and whereabouts of the anti-aircraft
limber was most touching, and we have
no ,doubt that had the most exacting of
staff officers occasion to question our
Troop Leaders on the position of the
A .A .L .A ., they could have led them to it
blindfolded . Was it a fondness for mules
that caused this, we wonder?
At daybreak the following day we took
up our lines, and then good-bye to El
Sharufa, or was it au revoir . for soldiering leads us to many places, and who
knows but that the Wadi Sharufa may
see us again ? Another long day, but full
of those incidents that help to make
manoeuvres seem all too short, one of

Back Row.—Tprs . Harris, Hammond, Irving, Wright, Martin, Morgan, Slark, Evans, Browne, Prior, Wetherell, Charlesworth, Rayner, Shales, McGuinness, Moore, Metcalfe, Haynes,
Strevens, Cooper, Poulter, Hazlewood.
Fifth Row. —Tprs . Wibberley, Kerr, Muddiman, Mardell, Hodgson, Inns, Cutting, Hicks, Richards, Endicott, Proctor, Fachie, Chellingsworth, Jones, Lambdon, Cope, Barrett, Snow,
King, Thorpe, Warren, Board, Alcock.
Fourth Row.—Tprs . Webb, Dixson, Bramhall, Jarman, Smith, White, Meenan, Goodall, Adams, Jones, Holland, Shepherd, Brooks, Harris, Trigg, Jackson, Codrai, Sutherst, Mott, Evans.
Whitehead, Bell.
Third Row.—Tprs . Turner, Thornton, Sproule, Fellner, Hassell, Hall, Ingram, Mowthorpe, Rogers, Nichols, Hadley, Dyson, Cotty, Gill, Griffin, Noble, Rantell, Coussens, Criddle,
Hutchison, Stockwell, Wall, Allen, ; L./Cpl. Ruff.
Second Row.—L ./CpL . Penn ; Cpls. Cobb, Price ; F ./Cpl . Seilly ; Sergts . Taylor, Prince ; F ./Sergt . Lutner ; S .S.M . Dearden ; 2/Lieut . Moorehouse ; Lieut . Dawnay ; Major Horne ;
2/Lieuts. Wingfields, King ; S .Q.M .S . Malins ; Sergts . Osborne, Hart ; L ./Sergt . Davis ; Sadd ./Cpl . Downes ; Cpl . Beament ; L./Cpl . Watkins, Drury.
First Row.—L ./Cpls . Druce, Wass, Pope, Smith, Clark, Coulson, Palmer, Brindle, Smith, Hindley, Hogarth, Sullivan, Higgins, Stewart, Burchett, Smith (28), Smith (14), Hobbs, Wells.
In Front .—Tptrs . Bumstead and Clarke .
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these being a charge of " C " Squadron
against a squadron of the 13th/18th
Hussars being a sight to make the old
Cavalry Commanders thump the table and
ask . " Who said mechanization?" A
feature, too, of our second day out was
the great interest displayed in the wireless
tender by the senior N.C.Os
. It certainly caused the A .A . limber to take a
back seat, and it must have deeply grieved
the Transport Sergeant to see his lovely
mules ignored after such a display of
affection on the previous day . Fashion
is indeed fickle . The night was spent in
bivouac near the Wadi Garawi, with
everybody ready for the finale, due to take
place at daybreak the following day.
Then came the dawn, and with it the end
of operations, so turning- our heads
towards Cairo we trekked into Helwan,
our first halting place.
A few hours in which to rest both men
and horses and then our final trek of
twenty miles to Abbassia . So ended
manoeuvres.
Back in barracks, we quickly got into
the old order of things, and, having
removed the sand from our rifles, we were
soon engaged in preparing the way for
firing our Annual Course . Both good
and indifferent shots were soon lying in
the position that is known to all, whilst
the N .C .Os . chanted the old, old song of
" Re-load ."
Mingling with the rattle of the bolt
could be heard the voice of the section
leader asking questions that are not on
the income tax return.
The marksmen were the first to be exercised, and of the 58 who fired 47 retained
their classification—a most excellent
performance.
The remainder of the Squadron have
also shot very well, and there is every
prospect of us equalling, if not surpassing, last year's excellent record.
During the musketry period the Regimental Dismounted Sports were held, and
our representatives gave an excellent
account of themselves . We had to be
content with second place this year, " C
Squadron taking premier honours ; our
shortage of long-distance runners and the
fact that our representatives in the jumping had an " off " day (after doing very
well in the eliminating trials) lost us the
few points necessary for victory . It was
a great struggle, and we heartily congratulate " C " on gaining the day .

Interest is now centred on cricket and
swimming . In the Squadron Cricket
Competition we have not yet found our
feet, and have lost one match to both
" H .Q ." and " C " Squadron, but we
shall make our presence felt before the
competition ends.
In the Small Arms Units Cup we have
passed into the second round at the
expense of " C " Battery, R .H .A ., and
we hope to go still farther.
Our swimmers are also getting fit,
ready for the Regimental Gala, and we
have every hope of making amends for
our narrow defeat by " H .Q ." last year.
On May 31st we held our Squadron
Gala, and some excellent performances
were put up by the competitors, the
general standard of swimming being very
good . The results of the different events
were as follows :
30 Yards, Back Stroke .—1st, L ./Cpl.
\Wass ; 2nd . L ./Cpl . Hogarth
; 3rd, Tpr.
Jones.
30 Yards, Free Style.-Ist, L ./Cpl.
Hicks ; 2nd, L ./Cpl . Wass ; 3rd, Tpr.
Fachie ; 4th, Tpr . Price.
90 Yards, Free Style.-Ist, L ./Cpl.
\Wass ; 2nd, Tpr . Fachie ; 3rd, L ./Cpl.
Hicks.
30 Yards . Under Water.—1st, L ./Cpl.
Hicks ; 2nd, L ./Cpl . Hogarth ; 3rd, Tpr.
Gill.
30 Yards, Breast Stroke .—1st, L ./Cpl.
\Vass ; 2nd, Farr . Charlesworth ; 3rd,
Sergt . Prince.
30 Yards, Over-arm Side Stroke .—1st,
L ./Cpl . Hicks ; 2nd, L ./Cpl . Parrett ; 3rd,
L ./Cpl . Smith (28).
30 Yards, Full Dress .—1st, L ./Cpl.
Wass ; 2nd, L ./Cpl . Smith (28).
Plunging .—1st, Tpr . McGuinness.
Diving.-Ist, L ./Cpl . Hicks ; 2nd, Tpr.
Wright ; 3rd, Tpr . Jones.
The 3rd Troop were the winners of the
Relay Race, and were closely followed
home by 4th Troop.
The first party of men are now back
from the change-of-air camp at Alexandria, and all are looking extremely fit
and well.
On June 9th the first party of married
families depart for Sidi Bishr and all are
looking forward to their trip to the
seaside.
Since our last notes were published we
have been joined by 2/Lieut . N . D . Charrington, to whom we extend a most
hearty welcome .
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OUR TRANSPORT AT REST.

READY TO GO .

WATERING THE HORSES IN THE DESERT.
HAVING A JOLLY GOOD ROLL .
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CHRISTMAS LEAVE
IN THE RED SEA HILLS
AFTER IBEX.
S the trumpeter blew " Reveille " on
Sunday morning, December 22nd,
three cars (two of them " Henries ").
laden with every necessity for ten days in
the " blue, " left the Mess for the Northern Gallalas . These are the most northern block of mountains of the Red Sea
Hills.
We arrived safely at Suez at 10 .15 a .m.
after a tedious drive, since the road gets
worse and worse as one approaches Suez:
nor is it much fun driving into the rising
sun in the dust of another car for nearly
four hours . At Suez we proceeded to
get into touch with the District Commander of the Camel Corps, Kamel
Effendi Gabriel by name . After some
interval of time, he arrived at our rendezvous, bringing with him Aeronati, commander of Gobit-el-Bos, an outpost some
thirty miles south of Suez . We discussed
our plans over a cup of coffee and were
told that our trackers were waiting for us
at Gobit-el-Bos with camels, and that if
we were " fond of camel riding " we
could ride on to Sukhna that afternoon or
else drive on in the cars . Sukhna is a
hot sulphurous spring on the coast where
the mountains begin, and is about fifteen
miles south of Gobit-el-Bos . We decided
to camel-ride to Sukhna.
Accordingly we left Suez for Gobit-elBos at midday, taking Aeronati with us.
The road, which gradually changed into
a track, was far from good ; the soft sand
almost defeating one of the Fords, which
needed a stronger application of the leg
than the driver could give to prevent its
quarters swinging.
However, we arrived without serious
mishap at the outpost, which its gallant
commander insisted on entering at full
speed over the worst bumps, and pulling
up in a cloud of dust.
While our baggage was being transferred from cars to camels we were compelled to inspect the outpost . We saw
the orderly room, pharmacy, married
quarters, camel lines, S .V .H ., and every
other conceivable place, including the
local mosque . All these were most up-to-
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date and we said so, whereupon we were
dragged into Aeronati's own quarters and
given coffee . Nor did we escape until
every room had been examined.
At length we mounted our camels on
the parade ground, and, after bidding
farewell to Aeronati and the Camel Corps,
rode off at about 2 .15 p .m . We were a
comic party of eleven camels and a dismounted party of camel-leaders and
hangers-on.
Sukhna was reached at about 5 .30 p .m.
Here we found a small standing camp,
maintained by a section detached from
Gobit-el-Bos, with a tent already pitched
some twenty yards from the sea's edge.
After an evening meal, we sent for our
head shikari to discuss our plans . His
name was Salama, but, as the party consisted of the entire Salama family (males
only), the name was no distinction . We
had originally thought of working along
the seashore and exploring the wadis running inland . After our talk we decided
to make a day ' s journey inland first, and
then work down a wadi called the Wadi
No'oz . This wadi runs parallel to the
sea, about fifteen miles from it, and cuts
the mountain range in half . This afterwards proved a happy decision.
The next day, after a chilly, though
refreshing, bathe in the Red Sea (we saw
no sharks! ), we set off for the Wadi
No'oz, and reached its mouth after some
five hours' riding- . Here the wadi is
between fifty and a hundred yards broad,
with a floor of yellow sand ; the sides
rose up to about 2,000 feet, and are extraordinarily steep . While waiting for our
baggage to arrive we went on foot up
the wadi, taking a rifle and two shot-guns;
the latter because we hoped to get a sand
partridge for supper . This delicacy was
not forthcoming, but we got some idea
of the country in which we were going
to spend the next week.
We returned to our camp as the sun
set, and found it already pitched some way
up the wadi.
The following day we set off in all
earnestness after the wily ibex, or tetel
as they are called locally . This day we
were to go in two parties . We drew lots
which decided that Hugh and I should go
together . At 5 .30 a .m . we left the camp
and our little party set off down the wadi
northwards . After a few hundred yards
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TWO OF THE SALAMAS.

SHUFTI TETEL!—LOOK FOR IBEX .
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we turned left-handed and proceeded to
climb straight up the mountain-side . This
was no easy matter, since the surface
crumbled from under one's feet and clattered down to the wadi below ; it was
almost perpendicular : it was dark : and
one was carrying a rifle . However, we
became more adept at this later . We
managed to get to the top of our climb
at about 7 o'clock in an amazingly unexhausted condition, which we attributed
to the excellent air in those parts . Stepping over the skyline we sat down to
" shuft," as the Bedouins called it.
After a certain amount of whispered
chatter, one of the Bedouins set off on a
solitary reconnaissance and returned with
a solitary hair, for all the world like the
dove returning to the ark with an olive
twig . This was thrilling, and off we set
in search of more tracks . We found
them . Apparently they were tracks of
two ibex and not so very old . '` Gurra
gedida . Tetel kebir khalas, " said the
Bedouins . But later we were to find that
all tracks were fresh and all ibex very big
to them . We followed these tracks with
the enthusiasm of the amateur, but with
no result . At midday we sat down to
eat our sandwiches, having seen nothing.
Another hour's tracking proved fruitless:
and having spied Trevor we joined him,
to learn that he had had a couple of shots
at two ibex on the move, but well out
of range.
On our way back to camp, which had
moved some way up the Wadi No'oz, we
spotted a solitary ibex settling down to
rest on a peak almost above our new
camp . It was too late to do anything
about it that night : the sun was sinking
fast and we still had about 1,500 feet to
climb down into the wadi.
This ended the first day in the country,
and we were quite satisfied, as one of us
had at least had some shots at these
elusive animals.
Next day it was decided that I should
go after the ibex, whom we hoped was
still close to the camp, while the other
two went farther down the wadi and then
separated over different ground.
Accordingly, I set off with the Salama
who had spotted the ibex on the previous
day . We managed to get a good way up
before the sun rose, and soon found the
ibex's resting-place . Evidence showed he

had not been gone long . As we were
climbing to the top of the peak to spy,
we were surrounded by a thick mist.
This suspended operations for a quarter
of an hour, but when it cleared Salama
spied our quarry almost immediately and
then set off at a terrific pace . Thinking
that the animal was on the move, I followed him as best I could, twisting my
ankle at every other stride . After about
300 yards at this pace, I came up with
Salama, and saw the ibex grazing about
100 yards away . But, of course, he was
out of sight before I could even release
my safety catch . Almost weeping with
disappointment . I told Salama what I
thought of his stalking- in far from Parliamentary terms, but I am afraid it was all
wasted on him . All I got was, " Better
luck to-morrow, Inshallah ."
Later in the morning I heard shouts
from the mountains on the far side of
the Wadi No'oz, and with the aid of
glasses I spied two figures which I knew
were one of the other parties . I could
not understand their signals, but imagined that either someone was hurt (I was
always expecting that) or else that an
ibex had been shot . Scrambling down
into the Wadi No'oz, a task which took
about half an hour, I found my riding
camel and set off up the wadi . Before
going very far I saw Hugh scrambling
down into the wadi and he had got an
ibex—quite a good one, too.
He had seen it jump on to a ledge
round a bend in a wadi before either his
tracker had seen it or it had seen them.
He then managed to stalk to within fifty
yards and shoot it through the heart.
We decided to return to camp, which
was a two hours ' ride . Before we had
gone very far, the thought of ibex flesh
was altogether too much for our
Bedouins . A halt was called and we
prepared Christmas dinner, for it was
Christmas Day . A huge slab of rock
provided a butcher's table, and Hugh's
ibex was soon disintegrated into shoulders, haunches, saddle ,and the rest . The
liver was delicious, eaten with hot
chupatti, and salt produced from a handy
rock . Tea was also made from ingredients which came out of the headgear of
one of the members of the party . This
tea is drunk without any milk, but with
a quadruple ration of sugar .
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The next day was a bitter failure . We
started out at the usual hour of 5 .30 a .m.
It was icy cold, and after we had been
going for an hour or two, rain set in,
which continued with small lapses for the
rest of the day . It was really very
frightening being up on the high ground
with rubber-soled shoes, as one always
had a chance of sliding over a precipice
and dropping a thousand feet or so!
However, we all returned to camp
eventually, very wet but intact . Fortunately, camp had not had to move that
day, and things were in good order.
Before dinner we made an enormous
fire to dry our clothes . It deserves mention, as it produced a very picturesque
scene . The whole wadi was lit up for
quite a long way, and the Bedouins and
their camels gathered round to warm
themselves ; the latter eating their late
feed," consisting of a pound of maize
spread out on a sack in front of them,
or else in an improvised nosebag.
The next day, being fine, promised to
show good sport . The ibex should be
feeding, and tracking- after the rain should
be easier . However, the morning
proved very dull . I scarcely saw a track
at all . At midday I was almost in
despair, when we suddenly came on some
fresh signs . My tracker said there were
two ibex, a male and female . We had
followed these tracks up for some way,
when, as we crossed a ridge and were
descending into a wadi, we suddenly saw
an ibex come over the skyline on the far
side of the wadi, 800 yards away . We
squatted down and remained motionless.
Five ibex came over the skyline ; two of
them were males with shootable heads.
At this range they were impossible to see
with the naked eye after they had once
crossed the skyline, and were only spotted
with difficulty with glasses . They were
directly up-wind of us, and were now
browsing on the slope . Gradually they
began to settle down, one by one.
The lesson I had learnt on Christmas
Day made me determined to do this stalk
by myself . It appeared that the side of
the wadi on which the ibex were was
convex : therefore, if I could get down
into the wadi without disturbing them I
should be out of sight and could work
up-wind straight towards them . Communicating this plan to my tracker as best
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I could, we crawled down to the wadi.
stopping every few yards to look at the
ibex . It took us an hour to get out
of sight into the wadi . When we did
get there, my tracker set off at a ridiculous pace, and it was only with difficulty
that I got him to come to heel . The
next thing to do was to climb up the
far side of the wadi and then work along
it from ridge to ridge, since there were
several re-entrants running up this side.
I eventually got to the ridge nearest the
ibex . They were about 200 yards away
and I could not get closer . There were
two males lying down one above the
other . I decided to take a shot at the
top one, which looked the better head.
I could only just see them over my sights
and fired . I missed . They trotted tip
hill in a flash . I reloaded and aimed at
what I thought was a male, and fired
again .
He fell—a complete fluke, for
he must have been nearly 250 yards away
and going- fast . I found that I had hit
him in the head, but luckily had not
damaged it very much . This was an
hour and a half after we had first spotted
them . He was not a good head, but still
something to take back.
On the way home I picked up Hugh,
who had heard my shots . He had found
a Camel Corps patrol, who were chasing
an erring- Arab . We gave these half the
ibex, as we had more than enough in the
camp . By way of thanks, they mounted
us home on their camels, which were a
revelation compared with our own.
Camp had now been three nights in the
same place and our next move was to be
in a homeward direction, retracing our
way back the same wadi.
The next day proved uneventful, except
that Trevor had some shots at long- range
in a bad light ; and Hugh walked to the
sea and back, fifteen miles away, over the
usual mountains, for nothing.
The next day, December 29th, was to
be our last in the country . At the end
of it we failed to add any more to our
bag of two, but quite a number were
seen.
For my part, I stalked a party of six
which turned out to be five females and
a small unshootable male . Hugh saw a
good male, which galloped past him at a
range of about 400 yards, stopping on the
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skyline to snort and stamp before going
out of sight . This one must have got
wind of me, though I had not seen him
myself.
Trevor saw a couple on the opposite
side of the Wadi No'oz to that which we
were on, but . could not get near them.
Thus we had seen about twenty ibex in
all and shot two, which was really more
than we expected to do when we set out.
The next day we spent in getting to
Ghobit-el-Bos, where we had left the
cars . We arrived, after a tedious ride
on the camels, at about 2 o'clock.
Having inspected the cars and found that
all would start, we set off for a bathe in
the sea . We were conveyed there in a
strange-looking lorry pulled along rails
by a donkey . The bathe was most
refreshing, and we were not eaten by
sharks, which are supposed to infest the
sea there.
In the evening we paid off the Salama
family, and they were warned by our
servant of the terrible things that would
happen if they came begging for backsheesh.
The next day we loaded up the cars
and returned to Abbassia, stopping at
Suez for a good clean up . We negotiated the Suez Road again without mishap, and entered the Mess triumphantly
after a really good trip.
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CONCERNING
"C" SQUADRON .
looking through our remarks in the
O N last
GAZETTE, it seems that we could
easily have been a little more explicit
regarding actual names and deeds, personal achievements and things like that.
It is a psychological fact (good, juicy
phrase, that) that every normal human
being enjoys the sensation of seeing his
(or more especially her) name in print.
Whether as a recipient of Royal Honours
or as the central figure in a particularly
nasty murder case, the vast majority
would, I think, choose the latter . One
reads of beautiful actresses who drop
necklaces of fabulous value down drains
in the street, only to discover them
mysteriously poked away in a powder-pot
when the newspapers have ceased to rave
and speculate upon the probable amount
of the insurance.
People own up to horrible murders and
ingenious thefts with the same object in
view . Scotland Yard is swamped with
signed and witnessed confessions from
the most improbable people after every
murder is committed . This is obviously
very pleasing to the C .I .D ., for they
have only to root about amongst these
confessions, or rather applications for
notoriety, and sort out the most likely
individual, arrest, try and finally hang
him, and then sit hack and await the
next murder.
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"C" SQUADRON, X ROYAL HUSSARS, EGYPT, 1930.
Back Row . --Tprs . Waring, Mourant, Jenkins, Tomlinson, Lucas, Aldridge, Magill, Rogerson, George, Nowell, Poulter, Marshall, Coles, Wallis, Sait, Jackson, Short (91) ; L./CpL.
McLntyre ; Tprs . Fairminer, Forester, Tomkins.
Fifth Row .--L ./Cpl . Divers ; Farr . Waite ; Tprs . Austin, McDonald, Fairfax, Ivy, Clarkson, Roberts (20), Sullivan, Lovis
L ./Cpl McCulloch ; Tprs. Swain, Van ; Farr . Davis ;
Tprs. Plummer, Miles, Quillan, L ./Cpl . Jones ; Tpr. Horler.
Fourth Row .—Tpr . Snelling ; L./Cpl . Canning ; Tprs . Putnam, Booth ; L./Cpl . Burnage ; Tprs . New, Allison, Flyn, Pearson, Adkins ; L./Cpl . James ; Tprs . Reynolds, Grey, Davis
(44), Barker, Fletcher, Anderson, Hallam, Lonsdale, Weatcroft.
Third Row .—Tprs . Winter, Luckhurst, Roberts (10), Whittingham ; L ./Cpl. O ' Connell ; Tprs . McKee, King, Griffiths, Mottram ; L ./Cpl. Locker ; Tpr. Lightfoot ; L./Cpl . Reason ;
Cpls . Humphries, Hale ; Farr ./Cpl . Clark ; L ./Cpl . Hyde ; Tprs. Elkington, Dennis, Stacey, Patrick.
Second Row.—Tpr. Handley ; Cpl . O`Smotherly ; Sergts . Osborne, Batt, Shepherd ; S .S .M . Wells ; 2/Lieuts . H . H . Jones, Hon . E . F . Ward ; Capt . C . H . Gairdner ; Major R . G.
Roberts, M .C. ; Lieuts . M . N . 1? . Macmullen, H . S. K . Mainwaring ; S .Q .M .S . Turner ; Farr ./S./Sergt . Colston ; Sergts . Cordy, Mathews ; Sadd./CpL . Williams Tpr. Short (38).
First Row .—Tprs. Carter, Cooper ; L./Cpl . Tillotson ; Tprs Hitchen, Gavan . Crawford, Alvis, Preston, Shirley, South . Potts, Wilmot, Coussins, Priest, Cleverly, Goodfellow, Fiender.
Archer, Flannagan, Rodwell.
In Front .—Tptr. Uttley ; L ./Cpl . Mordaunt .
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So it is with Squadron personnel . It
reveals a curious mentality . Reputably
sane Sergeants and other ranks grossly
insult the Squadron scribe, in the hope
that he will retaliate by slanging them
in current notes—to their vast satisfacPeople like that should be imtion .
mured at their own expense.
But enough of this fooling.
In the Regimental Dismounted Sports
the Squadron was, of course, well to the
fore . As senior squadron we have a
reputation to keep up, a precept to establish for the benefit of other squadrons,
all quite sound institutions in their own
little way, no doubt .
However, it was
extremely gratifying for all ranks of
C to witness the absolute triumph
in the Three Miles . With three circuits
to be run, the field had thinned out to
six, all of whom were of the Squadron.
The first three were Turton, Roberts and
Mottram, in that order . All six finished
in fairly close order, considering the
length of the course .
Well done, the
half-dozen, we applaud you!
Mottram again scored in the 88o Yards,
more or less in a canter . A promising
youth, this . In the Tug-of-War we were
victorious in most decisive fashion.
Reports to the effect that the CookCorporal was mainly responsible are
erroneous and should be discredited . We
admit that it had occurred to us, but
sporting instinct forbade—we felt that
it would be taking an unfair advantage of
our opponents . The man is practically
immovable . It was undoubtedly a very
fine exhibition of team work, and we
again applaud, fortissimo.
Marshall and Rodwell shared first
places in the Hurdles, and the High Jump
and the Shot Slinging were both taken
by Marshall, who has returned to the
Squadron after a spell of duty in the
Regimental Suicide Club . On the whole,
the Squadron acquitted themselves like
men . Still, nothing to write home about,
since we may always be expected to do
the same . This is not bumptiousness,
but a plain statement of fact.
Now about cricket . We spoke in our
last notes with a measure of confidence
regarding the result of this . Up to the
present we are justifying the assertion.
With such cricketers as our present

Squadron Leader and Mr . Macmullen the
thing is a moral certainty.
The Squadron swimming team makes
almost daily pilgrimages to the baths,
and reports of their progress are encouraging . Our S .S .M . is very fond
of the water . He may be seen at Heliopolis very often, initiating the next
generation of Wells into the intricacies
of the crawl . Messrs . Macmullen and
Jones have also been seen attempting to
drown one another in fun, and on one
occasion the Squadron Leader was
present.
What we are longing to see is the
S .Q .M .S . disporting himself aquatically.
Speculation is rife regarding the probable
volume of water displaced in his case.
A man tells us that he has been barred
at Heliopolis because the management
strongly objected to going to the trouble
of refilling the bath after his every dive.
We cannot vouch for the truth of this,
however.
The Brigadier paid us a visit some time
ago, and found us well on the spot, as
usual . The inspection passed without
incident.
Great joy and gladness have been
occasioned just recently by the decision
of the War Gods to allow the use of
plain clothes to people below the rank of
Sergeant, which has until now been
rigorously withheld.
We are now in the throes of the Annual
Small Arms Course . The Squadron
marksmen have finished their course, the
results of which we are not prepared to
disclose at present . But the world may
rest assured that we have no intention
of giving up our title of Best Shooting
Squadron.
The horses are keeping very fit, in spite
of the increasingly hot weather . The
general exodus to the verandas started
weeks ago, and vistas of flapping bugnets now grace the exterior of the Squadron block . May is a ghastly month in
this country, and on the whole June and
July are to be preferred, for, although
appreciably hotter, there is little strong
wind filling the air with sand, which finds
its way into eyes, teeth, hair and clothes.
The mention of hair reminds us of a
slip made by our Mr . Mainwaring . He
is on leave at the moment, so we are
reasonably safe in recording it . - A
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warrior approached the pay table at which
this officer was presiding, saluted more
or less smartly, and in anticipation rubbed
his hands on the seat of his pants . Mr.
Mainwaring darted his eagle eye over the
general ensemble, looking for buttons unfastened and collars unhooked, and to his
surprise and horror noticed an elaborate
quiff adorning the man's forehead.
" Tuck your fetlock away, my man,"
said he sternly.
The warrior complied, was paid, and
withdrew . But for the sniggers of the
S .Q .M .S ., the mistake would have gone
unnoticed.
We hope to publish the results of the
Annual Course in our next notes . It is
always a difficult task to bring these notes
to a fitting conclusion . Any reader of
discernment will have recognized the foregoing to be a tentative effort at closing
down . Pity we cannot use the conventional ending of letters, and say " Yours
faithfully, ` C ' Squadron," or perhaps,
after the style of the B .B .C ., announce
our intention of going over to Shepheards
for a spot of dancing and forthwith make
a noise like a puddle and dry up.
In any case, the typewriter is about to
seize up, so we will have to stop.
R . J . M.

PALESTINE.
writer was one of those lucky
T HE
enough to go on the Cavalry
Brigade tour in Palestine in March, and
so was able to get a glimpse of that interesting country.
We left the train at Ludd, where we
had breakfast, and proceeded in cars
along the Jerusalem Road, across the
Maritime Plain or the land of the Philistines.
The countryside was a welcome change
after Egypt, with its desert and flat,
monotonous cultivation.
The undulating- arable land, sown
chiefly with wheat and barley, which
depend entirely on the winter rains for
moisture, stretches as far as the eye can
see until away to the east rises the blue
mass of the Judean Hills.
We followed the excellent main road
as far as Latrou, where we left it and
turned west along a very indifferent
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track, bound for El Mughar . To the
west of the road near Latrou lies a long
stony ridge called Abu Shasheh . This
ridge is the key to the Vale of Ajalon,
which has for centuries formed the usual
line of advance on to Jerusalem, and is
constantly mentioned in the Old Testament.
Owing to the very heavy winter rains,
there had been numerous " wash-outs "
and the bridges and culverts were left in
splendid isolation, while the road came to
a full stop some ten yards short of them.
The cars closed up and the Arab drivers
rushed wildly up and down the banks of
the wadi looking for a way over . To the
casual onlooker none appeared feasible,
but to them this was all in the normal
routine . They drove down into the wadi,
the cars bumping and bounding over
boulders and charged the opposite bank.
Needless to say, we all got out and
became interested spectators! That day
was an eyeopener to us as to what cars,
ordinary closed ones, could get over and
what they could put up with.
We crossed wadis, drove through
crops, went across country with the cars
at an angle of nearly forty-five degrees,
and took on bumps that nearly sent us
through the roof.
The Arab villages round there are all
built on the tops of hills, no doubt because
the ground there is not worth cultivating
and because in the good old days of raids
they could be more easily defended.
The Jews, on the other hand, build their
villages on the plain, and they are easily
distinguished by their red roofs, of
modern " jerry-built " construction.
We walked across the valley to El
Mughar, where the Yeomanry charged in
1918 . It was about a mile and a half
over land that had recently been ploughed
and under a hot sun.
We were a very strung-out field by the
time we got to the other side.
The Jerusalem Road entails a stiff
climb up through the Judean Hills, which
are both steep and rocky . Their lower
slopes are terraced for cultivation, whilst
higher up a mass of grey boulders and
outcrops of rock make a strong contrast
against the vivid green of the grass and
young crops . As we approached Jerusalem we came to the olive groves which
border the road here .
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We left the cars at the Jaffa Gate and
walked to our hotel, as no wheeled traffic
can enter Jerusalem except along two
streets.
The streets are cobbled, very narrow,
and appear to go either up or down hill,
never along- the flat, and are built in wide
steps, rather like Clovelly . They are
crowded by all sorts and conditions of
people, chattering- various languages, and
to add to the congestion one often meets
donkeys or strings of camels.
Some of these streets are roofed over,
with holes here and there to let the light
in, and are exactly like tunnels . In other
places, for instance, part of the Via
Dolorosa, the houses span the street at
intervals for a short distance like bridges.
The streets are seldom more than six feet
wide and are very dirty . Someone told
me that there were no smells in Jerusalem! I can only imagine that he had a
bad cold or no sense of smell!
Jerusalm One cannot very well leave
without some reference to the Holy
Places . We were advised not to visit
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre ; however, we did, and I can only pass on the
warning to others . Externally it is a
rather fine old building of simple dignity,
but very much shut in by surrounding
The interior is dilapidated,
building-s .
tawdry, and very dark.
The two principal mosques—the Dome
of the Rock (erroneously known as the
Mosque of Omar) and El Aska—are very
different.
The former encloses a large slab of
rock where Abraham is supposed to have
offered up Isaac as a sacrifice and where
Mohammed was caught up to heaven . It
has some very fine stained glass, and the
rock is surrounded with a magnificent old
iron grille, which years ago was unfortunately covered with gilt paint.
El Aska Mosque is built on the site of
Solomon's Temple, and contains a very
fine cedar pulpit and also some lovely
stained-glass windows.
The Garden of Gethsemane contains
some olive trees, whose enormous trunks
proclaim their great age, and also masses
of violets which we were encouraged to
pick . No money was asked for or expected here . It is unfortunately spoilt
by an appalling church .

We went to see the Garden Tomb,
which is kept up by an English Society.
This Society claims that the Tomb is the
real site of our Lord ' s burial, and that
the mound immediately above it is the
Golgotha . Whether they are right or
not is another matter, but, having seen
both places, it is certainly the more impressive of the two.
We did not explore Bethlehem, as it
appeared from the road to be a modern
town . The Church of the Nativity has,
I should imagine, the smallest doorway
of any church in the world . It is only
about four feet high and three feet broad.
I believe the reason is the old question of
defence against fanatical Mohammedans,
a doorway of that size being- very difficult
to rush.
On entering, we met the usual plague
of guides, who appeared like vultures,
shouting " Me very good guide ; me show
you church : Jesus born here ; me show
you, " and so on . A shooting- stick put
to good use soon quietened these gentry,
and we continued in peace.
The central nave is very simple, like
an English church, and bears traces of
Crusader work . The roof is made of
English oak, the gift of one of the Kings
of England (I believe, Henry IV) . I
thought the roof was the finest part of
the whole church.
Beneath the altar lies the Grotto of the
Nativity, which contains the Star of
Bethlehem and a shrine with a reproduction of the manger and the Infant Christ.
A police guard is stationed here whilst
the church is open.
The following day we went down to
the Jordan Valley . The Jericho Road is
as good as one could wish, but is no road
for fast drivers . Passing through
Bethany, one enters immediately the
barren, inhospitable Judean Hills, which
become more and more bare and
scorched-looking as one nears the Jordan
Valley . We branched off the main road
and followed the old Jericho Road along
the top of the Wadi Kelt.
This is a precipitous valley, perhaps
600 feet in depth, and down in the bottom is the Monastery of St . George,
built by Elijah's Cave, where Elijah was
fed by the ravens . Along the sides of
the wadi are two small aqueducts, dating
from Roman times .
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We were told that this monastery was
where those monks who had blotted their
copy-books were sent, and a more suitable
penitentiary would be hard to find . Positively nothing grows in the wadi, and
all supplies have to be brought on
donkeys from Jericho . The monastery
must be some 4.00 feet below sea-level,
and the heat in that narrow, airless valley
in the summer must be appalling.
Jericho is an uninteresting village, with
some banana trees and castor-oil plants,
which are the only vegetation.
The Jordan Valley is a dusty desert,
',coo feet below sea-level, shut in by the
Judean Hills on the west, and the Hills
of Moab on the east . The holy River
Jordan was a great disappointment . At
Allenby Bridge it is a sluggish, chocolatebrown stream, some fifty yards in width,
the banks overhung with willows, and
covered with coarse grass and bushes.
The Jordan forms the boundary between
Palestine and the Arab kingdom of Transjordania (the Moabites and the Ammonites).
Here we picked up our escort, two
picturesque Arab gendarmes, complete
with klulifeh (head-dress) and ighal (the
head-bands keeping the klulifeh in position), and armed with British Service
rifles.
Having gone over the Jordan Valley
operations of 1915, we went on up the
Es Salt Road to have lunch . We lunched
on the banks of a little mountain stream,
amid scenery that might have been Scotland or the Peak District . The green
valley, with wild flowers growing in
masses, shut in by steep, rocky hills, getting- higher and steeper as one looked to
the east, and with a clear, cool stream
running along the bottom . A more complete contrast from Egypt could not be
imagined . It was indeed a sight for sore
eyes . All that was lacking- was someone
with a trout-rod to complete the picture.
After lunch, we continued up the road
as far as Es Salt . The upper part of
the valley is wilder and more precipitous,
and in places carpeted with wild flowers.
We periodically met Arabs, mounted
either on ponies or donkeys, who invariably had a rifle slung over their shoulder.
They were fine-looking men, but not the
type one would care to meet on a dark
night!
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Es Salt lies at the head of the valley
and was the objective of two of the raids
by the Desert Corps that took place
during the summer of 1 9 1 7 .
Just by Es Salt is Mount Abarim, from
which Moses viewed the Promised Land.
Farther east lies Amman, on the Hedjaz
railway, the capital of the Ammonites of
the Old Testament.
Our last day was a long and rather
monotonous motor drive to Beer Sheba.
Our way went through Hebron, which
was the centre of the late disturbances.
Here is the tomb of Abraham and Sarah
(the Caves of Macphelah), a very holy
town to the Mohammedans . Beer Sheba,
rather a pleasant little place, lies on the
edge of the Sinai Desert . When we
arrived, a big- congress of the Arab
sheikhs was in progress, and as we
stopped there for about half an hour,
cameras were kept very busy.
From a cavalry point of view, the most
remarkable point about the fighting for
Beer Sheba was the approach march of
some twenty-five miles by night across
an inaccurately mapped country . If Beer
Sheba had not been taken that day, the
Desert Mounted Corps would have been
twenty-five miles from the nearest water;
an extremely nastly predicament that very
nearly came about.
However, by about 5 p .m ., one of the
Australian Light Horse brigades made a
mounted attack over some two miles of
open country, and got into the town just
in time to save the water supply from
destruction at the hands of the Turks.

THE REGIMENTAL
SAVINGS ASSOCIATION.
the year ended March 31st,
D URING
1930, members purchased through
the Association 1,257 Savings Certificates.
At first glance, this result may appear
good . But with a regimental strength of
500, the average is just two and a half
Certificates per man for the year, so there
is plenty of room for better results.
So far this year, the figures are better
than last, and as new members are coming
in regularly, there is every indication of
last year's total being easily exceeded .
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It is realized that it is difficult for most
men to save . Some have to contribute
to help their relatives in England . Others
have the unhappy knack of being put
down for more clothing than their allowance will stand whenever they come under
the eye of the Sergeant-Major . Then
there is the currency and conditions peculiar to this country, which act against
the soldier . No man needs to be
reminded that he has to pay a half-pennymore for his cup of tea and a bun than
he would in England, and that a bottle
of beer in Cairo costs something like 2s.
Yet every man ought to try to save.
We cannot stay in the Army for life,
however strongly some of us would—or
would not—wish to do so . We all have
to re-enter civilian life sooner or later,
and we shall require some cash when we
get there to buy clothes to wear, tools
to work with, and a place to live in . One
of the best ways to prepare for this
eventuality is to save regularly, and the
best way to save is to buy Savings Certificates through your Regimental Association.
The office of the Secretary, where you
can buy the Certificates, is in your own
lines . They can be cashed at the same
office at very short notice if urgently required, or at any Post Office in the United
Kingdom . They are absolutely safe, and
all the time they are increasing in value
at the rate of 3d . on each Certificate for
the first year, 9d . on each Certificate for
each year afterwards up to the tenth year,
on the completion of which a bonus of is.
per Certificate is added . In five years
16s . becomes £1, and in ten years it
becomes 24s.
The following table will show you what
you can do by buying one or two Certificates a month : —
One Certificate a
month you will get

within three months, the whole of the lost
Certificates will be replaced by the Post
Office for the small sum of 1s . Had
there been notes or cash in his pocket,
he would probably have lost the lot.
The writer can recall the days prior
to the war, when no such means of saving
existed in the Regiment, and banks were
a long way from barracks and their
working not sufficiently understood . The
men used to keep their sovereigns tucked
away in their waist-belts and frequently
there was heard the tale of a mean theft
or disastrous loss at a game of chance,
just because no simple means of safe
investment was close at hand . Now the
soldier is more enlightened, and, by
making use of the Regimental Savings
Association, there is no need to take any
such risk to-day.
All you have to do is to tell your
S .Q .M .S . to keep back so much a week
out of your full pay, draw up the accumulation at the beginning or end of the
month, and take it to the Hon . Secretary,
. Mason, at his office . For each
R.Q.M.S
78 piastres he will give you a Certificate
and your money is absolutely safe
because the Government guarantees to
return to you at any time all the money
you have paid for them, as well as the
interest they have earned.
You can start now . The Association
will continue to function in India in the
same manner as it does here, thus ensuring this excellent means of saving being
close at hand throughout your term of
service .
>Va.. .

.fV

THINGS WE WANT TO
KNOW.

Two Certificates a
month you will get

After 4 years
£40
£81
After 6 years
£63
£127
£175 After 7 years
£I15
£230
After to years
If you keep your money in your pocket
or your box it does not increase in value
and you stand little or no chance of
recovering it in case of loss . A few
weeks ago, a member had his jacket
stolen and in the pocket was several
pounds ' worth of Savings Certificates.
In the event of these not being found

Was " A " Squadron's Easter Egg
re-layed or " Reload " ?
*
*
*
Extract from " M .G ." Squadron Detail
7/4/30 : —
" HELMETS, WEARING OF : The practice
of walking about between the hours of
7 .30 a .m . and 4 .30 p .m . will cease forthwith ."
Are the Gunners going to be provided
with motor-cars ?
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SHORT BURSTS FROM THE
MACHINE GUN
SQUADRON.

ONCE more the cry, "What about it?"

I

issues forth from the Assistant Editorial chair, and its occupant, instead of
being marked with a " X," looks very
much inclined that way . However,
judging from the number of reminders it
is necessary to send forth before the
required contributions are received, there
is much cause for it.
When the last notes went to press we
were busy preparing for the Brigadier ' s
inspection and manoeuvres . The former
passed off as successfully as on previous
occasions, which is no more than should
be . Events have since proved that it was
the last time in this Brigade that Brigadier Howard-Vyse will inspect the Regiment . He is proceeding shortly to the
Equitation School to take over the duties
of Commandant, combined with those of
the Inspector-General of Cavalry at home.
All ranks have been very happy under his
command, and will be sorry to lose him.
We wish him the best of health and good
fortune in the future.
Owing to the nature of manoeuvres this
year, the preparations for them occupied
more time than usual and everyone was
pleased when the order " Walk march "
was given and we got under way heading
in the direction of that now familiar health
resort, Helouan . The march there across
the desert was as pleasant as could be,
the pace being a nice steady one, a fact
that was appreciated by both men and
horses, the sun getting quite hot towards
midday . During the march, the amateur
photographers fell out and tried their skill
and cameras, so no doubt we shall see the
best results in this number of the
GAZETTE .
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Arriving at Helouan at noon, we found
the " Q " Branch had been working overtime, having put the lines down for us.
This enabled us to finish stables quite
early and prepare for the march to El
Shurafa the next morning . Owing to
this march being a short one, " Reveille
and the time of parade were at a reasonable hour, and these facts combined made
a very easy day for us all.
At El Shurafa we met some of the
Squadron who were attached to the
R .A .S .C . for the purpose of camel convoy duties . As we passed their lines to
water, they greeted us with " How about
this for Fred Karno ' s army? " or " What
about this one for Willie's polo pony? "
Camping at the same spot as last year we
inhaled the same smell from the adjacent
villages . It did not seem so strong, but
whether the reason was an improvement
of the sanitary arrangements or our losing
our sense of smell during our stay in
Egypt, we cannot say—most probably the
latter.
On the first day at El Shurafa we were
ordered to send a further detachment on
camel convoy duties . This necessitated
dispensing with two complete gun teams
and these were represented in the ensuing
battles by a couple of glass cloths, kindly
lent by the Officers' Mess . It is placed
on record that these were the means of
more enemy giving themselves up than
the remaining six actual guns . It may be
they thought the glasses and bottles (full)
were representing the ammunition supply
in the rear .
This was not so, but all is
fair in love and war.
The second day at El Shurafa saw the
commencement of the war, and we moved
out from camp about 7 .30 a .m ., feeling
ready for the fray . During the day we
occupied various positions and had some
very interesting shoots (with blank) . At
3 p .m . we went back to water, this being
brought to a rendezvous by camel . Both
man and beast had developed a really
valuable thirst, one that would be more
suitable at the Regimental Dinner than
in the middle of the desert with the Mess
car ditched five miles away . The horses
gave the impression that they would never
be satisfied and the officers did full justice to the liquid freight we had carried
on one of the ammunition limbers . In
the evening we returned to El Shurafa
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to bivouac for the night, leaving early
next morning to carry on the good work.
Being in reserve most of the day, the
war became most uninteresting, and we
were not sorry when we returned to our
now familiar camping ground to peg
down for the night . • Here we saw the
full camel convoy loaded with blankets.
forage, and officers' kits, etc ., and a most
interesting sight it made.
Next morning we saddled up early in
order to stand to for the final attack.
" Cease fire " sounded without our

various heads of departments, been a very
successful one for the whole Regiment.
After a few days' leisure, which were
spent restoring equipment, arms and
horses to normal appearance, the firstyear Gunners were called upon to work
their brains at high pressure, in order to
acquire a sufficient working knowledge of
mechanism . For days before the final
test they could be seen walking about with
ice-bags on their heads and a .303 handbook in their hands . However, the
majority made excellent progress, and

MACHINE GUN SQUADRON—WINNERS OF FOOTBALL SHIELD, 1929-30.
being called upon, and so ended what
was probably the most uninteresting
manoeuvres we have taken part in since
the war . They were dry in several
senses of the word (only one can be
recommended).
On the cessation of operations, we
marched to Helouan and after a short
rest and clean up we returned to barracks
the same afternoon, arriving there about
6 p .m . the day previous to that originally
intended . So ended our first complete
training year in Egypt, which has, judging from the reports received from the

greatly benefited by the miniature course
of Pelmanism.
On March 31st, in order to give a
cheerful send-off to our old friends who
were due for turn-over to the sabre
squadrons on the following day, we held
a smoking concert in the Squadron messroom . Capt . Davy came down and
opened the evening's entertainment with
a few words of cheer and afterwards told
us a couple of yarns, delivered in his own
inimitable style . At the conclusion of
the latter, we drank his health with musical honours and gave him three lusty
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Back Row. —Tprss. E . Ford, F. Mynett, J . Walsh, F. Marshall, "T . Easton, J . Davis, N . Nicholls, A . Mansfield, F . Mace, J . Ahearne, W . Dellbridge, P . Rippin, ,1 . James, J . Gordon,
S. Gibson, R . Quinn.
Fifth Row .—Tprs . C . Parrett, J . Perry, W. Smith, Pearman, A . Deacon, J . Barton, J . Brewer, C. Woodruff, W. Hall, F. Armstrong, C. Devonald, W. Fuller, A . Owen, A . Jones,
T. Thompson, D . Hodson.
Fourth Row .—Tprs . J . Brown, Coward, J . Fletcher, V. Jones, Collishaw, G . Johnson, Souch, L . Jones, R. McKay, A . Selby, J . Mitchell, G . Hall, R . Bragg, W. Shorter, G . Fennemore,
H . Dare.
Third Row .—Tprs . Derrick, A . Arnold, W . Shears, T. Davies, Q . Pragnell, A . Dobson, F . Mace, S. Websdale, A . McBride, J . Kirkham, T . Wells, L . Groves, C. Monck, A . Hicks, T. Gee,
W . Lewis, E . Wallond, A. Thomas.
Second Row .—L./Cpl . G. Morbey ; Cpls . R . Setchell, F . Cutting ; Sergts . W . Lewsley, E . Wilson ; S .S .M . W . Willis ; Capts. Carver, Davy, Hignett ; Lieut . Miller ; S .Q.M .S.
A . Standing ; Sergts . G. Donovan, E . Daniels ; L./Sergt . T. Diamond ; L ./Cpls . L . Webster, L. Pollard.
Front Row .—L./Cpl . R. Upshall ; Tprs . R . Weston, W . Whittle, S . Smith, R . Slinn ; L .Cpl. J . Bardshaw, A . Smith, L. Green, P . Putnam, W . Potts, A . West, R . Larman, H . Hillier,
D . Torrens.
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cheers, rendered in true and hearty M .G.
fashion . As was expected, there was no
lack of volunteer artists, and with Sergt.
Donovan at the piano, the evening ' s
entertainment went with a swing.
L ./Cpl . Taylor, one of •our old Canterbury friends, was the star songster of
the evening, and was very well received
by (as the evening wore on) a very critical audience . " The King " was sung
at about 9 .30 p .m . and we all went to bed
with mixed feelings, happy at the thought
of the many good times we had spent
together, and sad at the thought of the
parting of the ways on the following
morning.

sionally enjoy a friendly game of polo
against some of the old Gunners now
striving valiantly for " C " Squadron.

The next day we welcomed thirty new
Gunners to the Squadron, and at the time
of going to press they show signs of
turning out as keen and efficient as any
we have had since the Squadron was
formed . At present, eighteen of them
are at Alexandria imbibing the sea air
and recovering some of the energy they
have expended performing strenuous
feats of elementary training.

THINGS WE WANT TO
KNOW.

In April Capts . Davy and Hignett both
proceeded to the United Kingdom on
their annual leave, and we have no doubt
they will enjoy that very good time we
all wish them.
At the Regimental Dismounted Sports
held in April, as was expected, we were
awarded the Wooden Spoon, for at no
stage of the meeting did we flatter.
Owing to the Command Meeting being
held in that month, it was necessary to
hold the Regimental Meeting before it,
and the latter, taking place seven days
after the annual turn-over, did not give
us an earthly chance of competing on
anything like even terms . Tpr . Quinn
ran very well in the too and 220 Yards,
being beaten by inches in both races for
first place . Sergt . Lewsley again showed
his heels to the old soldiers when he won
the Veterans ' Race by a good margin.
The extra turn of speed produced was
probably due to the bar being situated
near the winning-post.
Since the arrival of the warm weather,
swimming has again come into its own,
and the majority make the most of their
opportunity for a dip . We recommenced
our weekly trips to the Ezbekieh baths
when they opened, and there we occa-

The Regimental Gala takes place in
June, and unless some unforeseen miracle
happens we shall occupy the lowest position in the table . Unfortunately, we lost
the majority of our best performers on
the turn-over, and the time available is
insufficient in which to produce suitable
successors . However, we can only do
our best.

Why did the Musketry Sergeant take
to wearing smoke-glasses for a week
after the Tattoo ? Was it " Sunny " ?
*
* *
Who is going to be the Lady Riding
Instructor? Is a certain S .Q.M.S . training for the job?
*
* *
Are there any flies in H .Q . Office?
*
* *
Are the chickens, ducks and rabbits on
the Squadron Forage Account ?
*
* *
Is it true that the " mess-tin " was
found in a " M .G ." Squadron harness
room?
*
* *
Is it true that some ladies would like
to wear crowns as wrist ornaments ?
*
* *
The true story of the Welshman and
the Jew .
*
* *
The riddle of the two points and four
glasses .
*
* *
Is riding a good remedy for stoutness ?
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REMINISCENCES OF FIFTY
YEARS AGO.
"

EL-TEB " AND " TAMAII ."
HE 1884 phase of the fighting in the
Sudan against the swarming Hadendowa, Bishareen, and other fanatic Arab
tribes under the wily " safety first " old
leader, Osman Digna (the representative
of the Mahdi), was over and done with
in a few weeks, and the Regiment reembarked and continued the homeward
voyage.
It is not too much to say that never
in the Tenth's long history had its officers
and men alike undergone a more trying
or strenuous time . The state of things
made it necessary that we should land at
very short notice and, as cavalry, quite
unprepared . Transport and commissariat
arrangements as regards the whole force
were therefore bound to be of the very
sketchiest.
From the time we left camp at Trinkitat
until we returned, our bed was the desert
sand—cold and damp at night, and burning hot and entirely unshaded from the
pitiless sun all day . We lay fully clothed
and armed in case of night attack with
nothing between us and the sky . and not
so much as an oil-sheet under us . We
had no chance whatever of a wash or
shave during the whole time ; just exposed
night and day under whatever the conditions might be, in seemingly limitless
desert . Thus, on the very first night
out from Trinkitat, we lay under a heavy
downpour of rain which, followed as it
was by quickly increasing sun heat, found
us again on the way, a soaked and steaming column moving to the first fight—
El Tel), February 29th, 1884.
But before getting there, let it be mentioned that far beyond all else to be
endured was suffering from thirst . Such
water as could be obtained for a drink
might, at the earliest, be available after
many hours under the sun, and even then
it was tepid, brackish stuff from leaky,
flat-shaped metal tanks carried by camels
from the shore, it having been sea water
condensed on board a vessel . This, added
to the tremendous heat by day, and we
had often many hours with empty waterbottles, swollen tongues and tortured
throats, made even speech a difficulty .

T
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On one occasion I saw horses and men
on their knees at the same moment round
a pond covered with green slime, drinking in desperation and utterly regardless
of probable consequences . We carried
in our haversacks a supply of the nearest
things to dog . biscuits imaginable and
which needed the butt of a carbine to
break them . True we had a supply of
meat . It was tinned bully beef and good,
but, hungry as one might be, it was only
to risk additional torture from thirst to
eat any of it .
So that, fighting apart,
I doubt if troops on active service or ally
other service ever yet served under more
trying conditions.
By reason of the possibility of attack
from any direction, we advanced in square
formation, the several infantry units
forming the four sides with, at the
corners, some of the Naval Brigade handling Gatling and Gardner guns ; and some
artillerymen with camel battery guns, the
General and staff, the Medical Corps,
necessary appliances, transport animals,
and so on, inside ; while the cavalry—
10th and 19th Hussars—in open order outside and at a distance, kept up a close
watch.
The first squadron of the Regiment
under Major Hugh Gough formed the
scouts to the front and flanks throughout the march . These, on eventually
locating the enemy's position, cleared the
front to admit of the approach to it by
the square . One, who now writes this,
observing from his advanced position,
remembers well the impression—a bright
morning after a deluge overnight . The
opening fire of a Krupp gun over one's
head from the enemy's earthworks . Then
a look back at the steadily advancing
square . The bayonets in mass glittering
in the sun . The Highlanders were forming the front line, like a wall, with a
uniform swing of sporrans and the weird
skirl of the pipes . . . the " Journey ' s
End " for how many? I can confess
now that, up to that moment of my
humble existence, I had not been able to
find music in the sound of the drone and
skirl of the bagpipes . But, although a
Londoner (which may go a good way
towards accounting for it), I have most
certainly been able to understand, ever
since El-Teb, what the sound of those
pipes must always mean to the Scot .
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But to pass on . Close up now, and
with nothing between them and the
" Fuzzies' '' earthworks, the '` Kilties,
with companies of other infantry regiments, made for the position in line, and,
with a roar, got their bayonets to work.
Very much to work, indeed . Whether
down in rifle pits or in the open putting
up a fight, no matter where the dusky
defenders of their stronghold were, the
bayonet found them and instantly and unhesitatingly got home, though the finding
was by no means difficult, for these
defenders had behind them and hidden for
the moment swarms of their fellows—
shielded spearmen who had evidently
hoped to rush and split up the square, and
so altogether, from then on, it became
truly a hand-to-hand fight . And even
when, later on, some gave way and
retired, other masses of these people
would turn and make a stand again and
again . Of this we, under Major Gough,
had first-hand evidence, for, by dismounting, doubling out in line to the front,
while others still mounted and leading our
horses trotted to nearby cover, we got
some most effective volley firing.
Then came the turn of the cavalry to
attack mounted in close order . Very
close order, in fact, as the dodges of the
Fuzzies " on being thus attacked consisted of either getting between riders
and stabbing them on their horses, or
lying on the ground while being galloped
over and slashing with crooked knives in
order to disembowel or hamstring them.
Well, the order we were expecting duly
came . Trumpeters sounded " Charge "
following " Gallop . " Our orders was to break 'em, and of
course we went and did it ." We heard
later that the 19th Hussars were badly
cut up, but they were elsewhere and I
can only speak of my own regiment . To
show how obstinately- and how fearlessly
these Sudanese held their ground, we
went through them, then rallied, reformed, returned and charged them again
four times before effecting anything like
a general dispersal . I know-, too, that
here it was that we lost a number of good
fellows of various ranks, chief among
them being the very handsome Major
" Monty " Slade . Later we heard from
our fellow regiment that Col . Barrow,
commanding the 19th Hussars, had been

very severely wounded and only saved
from death at the hands of the swarming
enemy by the effort of one of his own
Sergeants (Marshall), afterwards most
deservedly awarded the Victoria Cross.
In casualties, one later read that, besides
a very considerable loss of British officers,
N .C .Os . and men, the bodies of 2,000 of
the enemy lay on the field.
Next day we were able to advance, unmolested, on Tokar, where the General
and his staff were welcomed with transports of delight by the remaining inhabitants, who had been so unfortunate as to
have been shut up there in great suffering- . When they came out, I remember
their bringing a very large green and, at
the distance apparently, handsome flag,
which I later understood was sent for
Queen Victoria's acceptance at Windsor.
Although forty-five years have passed
since my own first experience of " under
fire," these, my recollections, include a
number of things in connection with ElTeb . I saw Capt . Arthur Knyvett-Wilson
fighting with his men of the Naval
Brigade, although with only the hilt of
his sword left to him, for the blade had
been broken off, to keep the Arabs off the
guns . His success and survival to wear
the Victoria Cross was wonderful . Then
came the search of the field after the
battle, for our wounded and dead . The
burial of Major Slade (he had no fewer
than eleven spear wounds in the neck and
chest), of Sergt . (old " Donjy ") Cox,
Jasper Brenchley (speared while riding
knee-to-knee next myself during the
charge), and others, including an attached
officer named Probyn, and men of troops
other than mine, whose names I forget.
I can see again Frank Hayes, of the
Band, on foot and fighting a " Fuzzie
in defence of a chum who was down, and
for which work Frank was ordered to
attend at Windsor Castle to receive at
the hands of Queen Victoria the Medal
for Distinguished Conduct in the Field.
I add " in the Field," as, if musical ability
and entertainment of the whole Regiment
on all occasions, whether open-air concerts or any other other, count for anything, Frank Hayes was certainly " distinguished ." As I think I have heard
not long ago that he was still about and
well, I hope he may come across this
reference to himself .
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FLUTTERS FROM "H .Q."
WING.
deepest throes of annual musketry
T HE
hardly form good assistance when
compiling our notes, but the task, as
ordained for us, has to be negotiated in
very completeness, not forgetting one
single item, that some wronged person
can accuse us of omitting when the number is published . This does really happen
sometimes . Characters of our happy
family approach someone whom they
think writes the article and make much
ado ; " I see I wasn't mentioned this
time," or " Are you going to put that
affair of mine in the next GAZETTE ? "
One can hardly blame them . Nearly
everyone wants to achieve some fame in
life, so that his name may go down to
future generations, even though only

through the medium of our Journal, and
even though only by way of some incident
in which he plays a ludicrous part.
No, musketry is not a helpful matter.
It is hard indeed to divert the mind into
channels which do not contain such
thoughts as " Reload " or " Keep the tip
of the foresight in the centre of the U of
the backsight . . . "
Our progression so far has been good.
Marksmen who had only to fire Part I
have all been exercised, and, with the exception of three, shot sufficiently well to
obtain the coveted 90 points and to rest
on their laurels again until next year.
The others, to fire Tables I and II, do so
in the near future, and will, it is certain,
do their best to maintain the standard.
We welcomed the Regimental Athletic
Meeting, for, after seeing our " hopes "
perform in the Wing's miniature meeting,
and with information straight from the
stable (seemingly our hidden talent had
been training quietly and steadily for some
time), we were eager to see them pitted
against the might of the other squadrons.
That they formed a stumbling-block in
the race for supremacy was amply proved
on the day of the meeting, as witness the
Inter-Squadron Relay, when our team
beat the alleged unbeatable, winning from
" A " Squadron by a few yards, in one
of the most exciting races the Regiment
has seen for a long time . Our team
(L ./Cpls . Eames, Joddrell and Forward,
and Tpr . Humphreys) fully merited the
thunderous applause which they received.
The Tug-of-War saw us in the van, but
"C" Squadron, with their enormous load
of outsize humans, heaved us over the
mark twice to our once.
In other events, L ./Cpl . Sutherland
obtained second place in the 'High Jump,
whilst L ./Cpl . Joddrell secured a like
position in the 220 Yards and 440 Yards
Races . With these and sundry other
lesser successes, the Wing felt pleased indeed with their showing, and with the
relaxation after the contest came a sanguinary thought that future seasons will
find us well to the fore.
Mention might be made, too, that,
whilst the men of the Wing battled manfully for its success, the feminine members did their share, for in the Ladies '
Race Miss Clapson romped home an easy
winner .

" H .Q ." WING, X ROYAL HUSSARS, EGYPT, 1930.
Back Row .—Sig . S . Stephens ; L ./Cpl . J . Allison ; Tprs . J . Cole, G. Bateman, J. Croft, F . Haynes, A . Marshall, G . Ballinger, J . Brown, F. Reed ; L./Cpl . J . Verge ; Tprs. W . Jones, W.
Rogers, F. Longhurst ; L ./Cpl . S . Joddrell ; Tprs . J . Spillett, J . Sotherton, A. Hallett, G . Davison.
Fourth Row .—L./Cpls. F . Burns, S . Suller ; Tpr. V . Kennard ; Bdsmn . F . Hill ; Tpr . G . Wells ; Boy C. Scriven ; Tprs . W . Dawes, F. Reynolds, T . Morris, W. McGloughlin, H . Gammage,
A . Bedford, G . Wilson, F . Allen, H . Lake ; Farr. A . Richards ; L./Cpl . A . Taylor ; Sig . L . Bryon ; Bdsmn . R . March.
Third Row.— Tprs . C . Warr, R . Ambrose, H . Brown, A . Allison ; L ./Cpl. E . Blaylock ; Tprs . R . Miller, R. Gradwell, J . Bettinson ; S./Cpl . W . Daly ; Tprs. F . Wall, W . Bligh, C.
Aveyard ; L./Cpl . C. Nel ; Tprs . E . Arter, W . Palmer ; L./Cpls. L. Smith, A . E . Eames, C. Bridge ; Bdsmn. J . Langton ; Tpr. F . Wigley.
Second Row .—Sigs. H . Wood, G . Reed ; Tprs . J . Baxter, R. Ryan, J. James, J . Stanley ; Bdsmn . S . Evans ; Tpr. A. Humphreys ; L ./Cpl . J . Forward ; Bdsmn. T . Marks, W . Hutchings,
R . Hutchings ; Tpr . J . Heath ; Bdsmn . T. Hull ; Cpl . R. Williams ; Tprs. G . Landers, T. Ingham ; L ./Cpl . S . Vipond ; Tpr . V . Forrest.
;.RWG/VSC—MDLuatQoilsSreWcbGAmkfCRFywgd,nR. S. t
F.JP.
ArcherShee ; Capt . P . J . Donner ; B .M . Roberts, L .R .A .M ., A .R .C .M . ; S.S .M . N . Haynes ; S.Q .M .S . G. Goatcher ; T.M . E . Glenister ; Sergt . G. Hill ; O .R .Q .M .S . F. Clapson;
Sergts . A . Haines, J . Young ; L ./Sergt . W . McNeill.
Sitting on Ground .—Sigs . H . Adelburgh, J . Parker, D . Rice ; Tpr . A . Jocelyn ; Sigs . R. Harding, J . Tracey ; Boys . J . Ford, A . McConnell, E . Whitworth, O. Jones ; Tpr. R . Jones;
Sig . W. Guest ; Tprs. H . Wells, P. Andrews ; Bdsmn . V . Borrows, ; Boy W . Jones ; Tpr . S. Trembling ; Boy R . Rogers ; Tpr. A . Miller.
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Summer, of course, has put our old
friend King Cricket on his throne again,
and the Wing has made an excellent bow
to him . The opening match for us was
versus " A" Squadron in the InterSquadron League, and this we won fairly
comfortably after a prolonged game.
The second game was against " D "
Supply Company, R .A .S .C ., in the first
round of the Small Units' Cricket Championships, and was played on their fine
ground on May 13th . As the local newspaper put it, we " trounced " them, winning by 268 runs . Batting first, we
made 324, Sergt . Clifton making himself
a nine days' wonder by scoring 139 . The
Company made a modest reply of 56, the
bowling of S .S .M . Rusbridge and L ./Cpl.
Forward making little of their batsmen.
The second game in the Inter-Squadron
League resulted in a win for us, " M .G ."
Squadron finding us a bit too strong.
This league promises some exciting
games before its close, and, as points are
awarded in this competition towards the
Old Comrades' Cup, squadrons will in
their own interests place their finest teams
on the field.
Our " water spaniels " are getting in
trim, both swimming and water-polo
teams, and they can be relied upon to
make things a query at the Regimental
Swimming Gala in June . They certainly
show great promise now, in trial games,
and plenty of practice will be given them
before the Gala.
Apart from the shouts of instructors
and the noise of firing and the cursing
of markers, things are all quiet in the
Wing.

A DAY IN IRELAND, 1920.
FTER four years of France and the
Western Front, followed by six
months on the Rhine . my Regiment
returned to England.
The bachelors had all built up respectable bank balances, and the main thought
in everyone's mind was how to expend
these balances so as to get the maximum
of hunting and polo . A thoughtful
Government waited until the spring when
a polo ground had been made and many
expensive ponies bought and then ordered
us to Ireland .
This, of course, was
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active service conditions again, and the
end of April, 1920, found us in the West
of Ireland.
Conditions were not unlike France.
The squadrons were scattered in various
villages, and the officers lived the old life
of small squadron Messes.
The only difference was that the inhabitants of the country were hostile, and
precautions had to be taken when moving
about the country in small numbers.
One midsummer day found me detailed
as member of a district court-martial
ordered to assemble at the headquarters
of an infantry battalion in a small village
on the sea coast, some twenty-five to
thirty miles from my own headquarters.
My orders stated that I would proceed
there in the ration lorry of the abovementioned infantry battalion which was
due to leave the gaol of my town -at
9 o ' clock . I suppose that the officers and
men of the British Army in the years 1919
to 1922 had a more extensive knowledge
of the prisons of Ireland than even any
of the worst criminals in the island . This
was because, having strong walls and
gates and a good deal of accommodation
of a kind, they made excellent forts and
barracks for the scattered companies.
However, to resume . The hour of
8 .45 found me at the gaol regarding with
doubtful eyes a Guy lorry piled high with
rations and quartermasters' stores, and
on the top of all some three or four Scotsmen, who formed the escort . I may say
that the lorries in the West of Ireland
at that time had not a very good reputation for reliability, and this one was no
exception to the rule, as after events
proved.
Soon after starting and about half-way
up the main street . a feminine figure was
noted walking ahead, which at once
began to attract the attention of my
escort.
I do not blame them, as her whole
appearance suggested Ascot on Gold Cup
Day rather than the dirty little town of
- . However, as I had quickly recognized the wife of one of our officers, I
hoped that my escort would refrain from
a too-blatant admiration . But it was not
to be, and a whistle, and goodness knows
how much more, caused me to bury' my
face in my coat collar and hope I had
not been recognized .
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The road to our destination was a lonely
one, winding across bogs covered with
the glorious yellow gorse.
It was not long before the lorry showed
signs of overwork . A pillar of steam
shot up from the radiator cap . This did
not unduly depress the driver, who drove
on for some time before stopping beside
a stream to refill the radiator.
By this time, the noise of escaping
steam reminded me of the engine of the
Scotch express a few minutes before
leaving King's Cross . The result of
pouring a petrol tin of cold water into
this inferno was a roar and a showerbath
of steam and water, which nearly did for
our driver.
We had therefore to sit down and wait
for her to cool . This operation had to
be repeated about every six or seven
miles.
I soon saw that I should be late for
the court-martial, but worse was to
come.
Hearing a noise like a boy's iron hoop
bouncing along, I looked to the side of
the road and actually saw a hoop, which
obviously formed part of one of the
back wheels, rolling along beside us.
A quick warning to the driver caused
us to pull up before the rest of the wheel
followed its pilot's example.
chekd An insecure wheel, of course,
our speed, with the result that the engine
overheated sooner.
I should not like to say how many hours
late we were on arriving at the infantry
battalion headquarters . Nobody seemed
in the least surprised, and a most hospitable Major took me into the Mess for a
late lunch . Here I found the President
and other members who had come from
a different direction, also counsel for the
accused, who was a Iocal lawyer from
the town I had come from . Let us call
him Mr . O'Brien.
The court-martial duly took place . As
far as I can remember, the prisoner—a
Private of the Scottish battalion—was
accused of walking up and down the main
street of
shouting " Up the rebels,"
and Mr . O'Brien vainly tried to convince
the court that this could not be regarded
as a very serious crime in such a loyal
country as Western Ireland . The President knew his job and we finished in time
for a cup of tea in the Mess .

I was then faced with the problem of
how to get home, as, apart from the fact
that I had no intention of embarking in
the Guy lorry again with only an hour or
two of daylight ahead, this lorry was not
due to return until the following morning.
My kindly Major suggested that I should
return with Mr . O'Brien—as he put it:
" He is one of the leading Sinn Feiners
of the district, but he is quite a good
fellow, and I am sure will be
..dIelwightaskomyu
"
Mr . O ' Brien was delighted, and we
went out together to look for his hired
Ford.
Apart from the fact that the machine,
in the strange ways that Fords have,
knocked down its driver as he wound it
up and passed the main gate and the
guard with no passengers, it behaved very
well . The guar] were alert and stopped
it, with no more damage than a crumpled
wing, and Mr . O ' Brien and I returned
in comfort.
As we neared home, I suggested that
I should pay a share of the hire of the
Ford . Mr . O'Brien, however, would not
hear of this, and said that the car was
part of the expenses that his unfortunate
client would have to pay.
As I knew that the unfortunate client
would not draw any pay for some considerable time, and as I felt sure that he
had no credits before his escapade, I left
it at that, and bade my good friend farewell .

INDIA.
INSTRUCTIONS RELATING TO
THE HILL STATIONS.
hill station allotted to the RegiT HE
ment is at Duliket, which is about
1 40 miles by rail and about fifty miles by
road.
All families go to the hills during the
summer months, which is from April to
October, but special rules exist regarding
those who refuse to go . Families
allotted quarters in the hills and declining
to proceed, are warned that all other
families in the plains station will have
prior claim to quarters in that station,
both (luring the summer and the following winter .
In such cases, the head of
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the family will be required to sign a statement that his family remains on the plains
at his own risk, and that the Government
will in no way be held responsible for
any consequences . He will also be
warned that hill accommodation will not
be allotted to his family at a later date,
and that road and rail warrants will not
be issued in the event of hill accommodation being privately arranged . Except
on the recommendation of the Senior
Medical Officer at the Hill Depot, no
family may return to the plains before the
close of the hill season without the permission of District Headquarters . This
will only be granted in very special cases.
Charabancs will be provided for the
transport of families by road . Arrangements are also made for families to
receive a meal at Bhowali, the cost of
which is charged to the P .R .I . Funds.
These charabancs have to move off at the
hour ordered, and no consideration as
regards accommodation or subsequent
arrangement of passages will be given to
families who miss the charabancs through
carelessness . They will have to pay their
own fares.
The total weight of baggage, heavy
and light, that can he taken to the hill
station is as follows, and will not be
exceeded : —
Married .

(I) Per Officer .

Lieutenant-Colonel
Major . . .
Captain . . .
Subaltern

Single.

Maunds . Maunds.

.. .
...
.. .
.. .

40
40
40
40

40

(2) Per Warrant Officer
. ..
(3) Per Other Rank

15

8

2
3

2
0
0

25
15
15

35

arrival at final destination . All losses
should immediately be reported to the
orderly room.
All families proceeding to the hills must
be in possession of mattress cases, pillow
cases, and blankets . These articles
should be included in their light baggage,
as they will suffer considerable inconvenience if these are not taken.
Every man proceeding to a hill station
must be in possession of a complete kit,
including serge clothing and water-bottle.
He is also provided with the following
before leaving the Regiment :
Steel basin (one for two men), mattress
case, woollen jersey, two pillow cases,
one mosquito net, and three blankets, or
their equivalent as necessary .
F . E . C.

RACING IN INDIA.
MY DEAR EDITOR,
Now that the Regiment is starting
for India, the memories of racing in that
country keep recurring in my mind, and
it seems to me that a word or two on
the subject may be useful to officers who
may he keen to race in a country where
the soldier has perhaps more chance of
taking a really active part in the sport
than anywhere else in the world.
The following notes are intended to
help the man with the limited bank
balance . To the rich man I should feel
inclined to say : —

(4) Per Wife
...
. ..
(5) Per Child
...
.. .
1
. ..
I
1
(6) Per Follower
(1 maund is equivalent to 8o lb .)

" Buy the best horse you know of;
Send him to the best trainer you can
find;
Put up the best jockey you can secure;
and
Go on backing the horse till he wins . "

No family is allowed to leave the station
with baggage in excess of that authorized unless they are in a position to pay
the extra charge, which amounts to
Rs3/8 per maund.
All baggage, whether belonging to
families or troops, must be properly
packed and clearly marked, in order to
avoid loss in transit, which, according to
reports received from India, losses are
very prevalent, especially where an interchange of trains is made, and also on

However, never having had any personal experience of racing on these lines,
I cannot vouch for the soundness of this
advice . My own racing always had to
pay for itself, because there never was
any other means of supporting it, and if
it had ceased to be a paying concern, it
would have automatically ceased altogether.
All the emoluments due to the owner,
the trainer, the stable jockey and the head
lad went into one pocket, and one only,
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and it was with difficulty, and under considerable protest, that anything could be
extracted therefrom.
I do not believe that any experience
is of much value unless it is bought and
paid for . The experience of others may
help to cheapen the price of one ' s own,
but the snags which obstruct the path of
one man are never quite the same as the
snags which hamper another, so that to
the beginner I would say emphatically :
" Start in a small way ; remember that
race-horses cost a great deal to keep.
which is money out of pocket every day.
If they win races, it is money in pocket,
but there is a factor of uncertainty about
this, and consequently you start with the
certainty of paying money out, and the
uncertainty of getting anything in return,
so that the fewer horses you keep in the
stable, until you have learned the ropes,
and won a race or two, the easier it will
be to balance the account . One horse
that actually wins a small race is worth a
dozen which ought to win big races, but
for some reason or other fail to do so ."
And now arises the all-important question : " What horse am I going to buy
The answer to this cannot be given until
you have made up your mind as to what
race you wish to win, and here I think
I can smooth out a wrinkle for the beginner . Do not aspire to great heights at
first . The good races in India require
a very high-class animal to win them, and
the only way to make a certainty of success is to buy something pretty high-class
in England and send it out to India during
the cold weather.
The most certain way to win races is
to get a horse of a fairly good class, and
run it in races with competitors whose
class is not so good . In India this is
easier than elsewhere, because of the long
distances that separate one meeting from
another . If you happen to own a niceclass horse, and take him to some small
meeting up-country, you will be unlucky
if you run up against anything very
formidable . The stakes and the chances
of backing a horse for big money are so
small, and the risk in transit so great,
that owners and trainers from Calcutta,
Poona and Bombay are not attracted, but
to the impecunious soldier little fish are
very sweet, and if he can have a winning
ride and return home with a small balance

over and above his expenses, then all is
well, and infinitely better than if he had
finished down the course in the Viceroy's
Cup with the jockey's fee outstanding.
Perhaps the pony racing in India is the
most profitable for the soldier, because
a racing pony that fails to make good on
the turf will often turn into a valuable
polo pony . If I were to start racing in
India again, I would try to get hold of
some undersized animal out of a selling
hurdle race in England . One so often
sees these animals finishing third and
fourth, breaking their owner's heart and
eating up his banking account . They are
quite useless for racing in England simply
because they are too small, and they are
generally useless for any other purpose
in England, and can be bought very
cheap . In India they can race with
ponies, and the risk of the voyage is not
so very great, and can be covered by
insurance.
If you decide to buy something in India.
and thereby save the risk and tedium of
acclimatization, then buy something that
has won a race, and which you therefore
know is capable of winning a race ; and
begin by running the horse in the same
sort of race as the one in which he was
successful . The initial outlay will no
doubt be greater than if you bought
something that was only likely to win
races, but it will probably pay you in the
end, or at any rate keep the pot boiling
until you know something about Indian
racing.
And now a word about acclimatization.
When the Regiment was last in India, we
used to find that it was best to leave a
horse in the stable for the same number
of days that he had spent on the voyage,
with his feet in mud, and after that start
him on walking exercise for about three
weeks or a month before attempting anything more strenuous . Also do not
forget that if you ever wish to run a
horse in high altitudes, you must either
send him to the place about ten days
before the race, so as to get him accustomed to the rarified air, or else run him
as soon as he arrives—that is to say,
straight off the train.
As regards training, the main key to
success is, of course, regular habits and
never-ceasing personal stable supervision.
Horses should go down to the training
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ground at the same time every day, and
be back in the stable at the same time:
and the trainer must go with them ; and
there lies the great disadvantage to your
one-man racing establishment.
During my own racing career in India,
L had to give up practically all shooting,
pig-sticking and a great deal of polo,
because the horses kept me tied to the
spot, and I could not afford to leave them
for a moment . Later on, I had the services of a most reliable man, who had
been a trooper in the Regiment, but that
was after the stable had been going for
some years . He was a most excellent
stableman, and could ride a gallop as
well as any man I have ever known ; and
a great many successes were very largely
due to his capable management and loyal
service . His name was Gadsden, and I
mention it because there will be many
readers of this letter who will remember
him.
I cannot trespass . on your space any
further to expand on the subject of training, but let me just lay down three principles which may be helpful : —
(I) Do not over-gallop a horse . More
races are lost through giving way to the
temptation to try a horse all out on the
training ground than people ever realize.
Long, steady cantering exercises with an
occasional sprint over about half a mile
will be far more conducive to winning
your race than frequent trials and gallops
against the stop-watch.
(2) Never work a horse with a pound
more on his back than you can help . It
is possible in India to get riding boys who
weigh very little, and can be trusted to
ride slow work, but it means a great deal
of sweating and wasting for the ownerjockey as well.
(3) Always keep in mind the particular
race for which you are training your
horse . This will help you to work out
a progressive programme of work for
him right up to the day of the race.
And now, my dear Editor, I feel that
I must have come to the end of both the
space allotted for this letter, and your
patience ; but, whilst writing, my brain
has been flooded with the memories and
thrills of bygone racing days, and maybe
I have at times forgotten that my pen
was rambling on, but if in doing so I have
put down anything that may be of use,
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or of interest to anyone who contemplates
racing in India on a limited income, then
all is well, and my purpose has been
served .
Yours ever,
H.Q., 5th Royal Welch Fusiliers.
June 12th, 1930.

RACING NOTES.
on

Cairo racing season closed
T HEMarch
30th . It has been a very
successful one for the Abbassia stable, or
" Losers' Lodge," as some critics or disappointed followers have been known to
call it in the past—we hope never again!
It is not a very large establishment,
consisting of Capts . Davy and Harvey's
" Bareed " and " Goha," Capt . Church ' s
" Fadlallah," Mr . King's " Deban," and
Mrs . Howard-Vyse's (the wife of our
Brigadier) " Safwan ." They are all
Arabs . With this small string, five races
have been won, five seconds, and seven
thirds.
Capt . Davy heads the winning list of
amateur riders in Egypt with five wins,
four seconds and one third . He continues to carry on the good work in
England since going on leave, having
ridden his own horse " Desert Chief " to

INWLAMS, K
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victory in a two-and-a-half-mile steeplechase at Sandown.
Capt . Davy has been riding in great
form this year . He rode a very good
race on Mr . Kidston ' s (12th Lancers)
" Tim ." He virtually won this race at
the start, jumping away so smartly that
he left his field six lengths and just held
on to win by one and a half lengths from
Aganos," a hot favourite . At Gezira
on 'March 29th he had a red-letter day,

"Vain Vixen" second . "Girls' School"
went wide, and Capt . Davy, quick to seize
his opportunity, dashed " Vain Vixen "
through on the inside, and, keeping her
going, won cleverly by a length.
Safwan, " who had been so near
before in the amateur races, put up a
great performance to win the Two Mile
Arab Race, the longest amateur event out
here . Again Capt . Davy employed the
same tactics, waiting until the straight,

CAPT . DAVEY ON "BAREED" AFTER WINNING THE AMATEUR RACE
AT GEZIRA ON MARCH 22nd.

winning both the amateur races : one for
English horses, on " Vain Vixen," the
property of Capt . J . Hill, one of the local
trainers, and the other on " Safwan ."
In both races, Capt . Davy was seen at his
best, particularly on " Vain Vixen ." In
this race, " Girls' School," ridden by
Major Macartney, R .A .V .C ., who has
been the leading amateur rider out here
for three years, was a very hot favourite.
" Girls' School " made all the running
until the turn into the straight, with

when, considering it was at the end of
two miles, '` Safwan's " burst of speed
was amazing and, quickly overhauling the
leader, he won by five lengths . A nice
double, 390-I!
Goha," ridden all out by Capt.
Harvey, just got up on the post to get
third place by a short head . By the
relieved expression on Capt . Harvey ' s
face on seeing the numbers go up, we
feel he was not neglected on the Tote
for a place .
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Capt . Harvey has ridden in all the
amateur events, but has had no luck,
being in a place in nearly all without
catching the judge's eye.
Capt . Donner has also ridden, but has
not gone in for it very seriously.
Mr . King bought " Deban " and has
ridden him in the amateur races, and
shapes well, and with more experience
and provided he can keep his weight down
(it is no use riding 7 lb . overweight if
you want to win races), he should do well
in India.
Capt . Church bought " Fadlallah," but
owing to an accident was only able to
ride him once .
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In the final we met the 13th/18th
Hussars, who had already beaten the 12th
Lancers, giving them a start of 4 goals.
3 We ran out winners by 5 goals to
but we pressed the whole time and on
many occasions only missed the goal by
inches . This was the first tournament
Gairdner had played in since breaking his
wrist, and he showed improved form.
Dawnay and Archer-Shee worked hard,
and both hit a long ball.
This was Macmullen ' s first appearance
in a tournament final, and in consequence
he may have felt a bit lost, but with an
excellent eye and wrist he should become
a good player .

CRICKET.
in the Regiment is going
C RICKET
extremely well, and our team so far

POLO NOTES.
THE YOUSEY CUP.
HIS tournament was won by the
Regiment last year . and the following
team was selected to defend the position
this year :
Macmullen, Dawnay, Gairdner, and
Archer-Shee.
We drew a bye in the first round, and
then played the Royal Artillery in the
second semi-final . We had to give them
2
goals, and after a moderate first
chukka, when we seemed unable to get
going, clinched the game in the second
by scoring five goals without reply .

T

has a very fine record.
We have only lost one match, and that
perhaps was due to a little experimenting.
We beat the R .E . in the first round of
the Command Cup, and they had great
hopes of winning the cup . In the second
round, we play the R .A .M .C ., Egypt,
holders of the trophy for the past three
years . This is regarded by the experts
as the " needle match " of the competition, and we have great hopes of success.
In the next issue a complete account
of the cup matches will be given, and
also details of Regimental cricket . Until
then, readers must content themselves
with the appended list of results to date :
Heliopolis Sporting Club, 63;
10th
Royal Hussars, 246 for 9 wickets . Won.
R .A .S .C ., 171 for 1 wicket ; 10th Royal
Hussars, 203 for 6 wickets dec . Drew.
Gezira Sporting Club, 134 ; 10th Royal
Hussars, 136 for 5 wickets . Won.
R .E ., 129 ; 10th Royal Hussars, 206 for
4 wickets . Won.
Gloucestershire Regiment, 103;
10th
Royal Hussars, 73 . Lost.
10th Royal Husars, 126 for 4 ; R .A .F .,
117 . Won.
Y .M .C .A ., 85 ; 10th Royal Hussars, 186.
on.
R .E . (All Egypt), 179 ; 10th Royal Hussars, 18o for 8 wickets . Won.
Shell Company of Egypt, 91;
10th
Royal Hussars, 218 for 5 wickets . Won .
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Royal Tank Corps, 129 for 9 wickets,
dec . : 10th Royal Hussars, 133 for 8
wickets . Won.
Royal Corps of Signals, 178 for 3
wickets dec . ; 10th Royal Hussars, 163 for
4 wickets . Drew.
2nd Brigade, R .H .A ., 128 for 9 wickets;
10th Royal Hussars, 184 for 6 wickets
dec . Drew.
R .E . (All Egypt), 115 : 10th Royal
Hussars, 362 . (First round Command
Cup .) Won.
10th R .A .S .C ., 138 for 8 wickets dec .:
Royal Hussars, 162 for 4 wickets . Won.
10th Royal Hussars . 197 for 6 wickets
dec . ; 13th/18th Hussars, 125 for 8
wickets . Drew

SPORTS NOTES.
Regimental Athletic Meeting was
T HE
held on April 7th and 8th, under
rather hot conditions for running . and
proved a great attraction to all members
of the Garrison.
The programme was gone through as
scheduled, and there were some very exciting and close finishes . The Old Comrades' Cup events were keen struggles
for supremacy among the four squadrons
competing . " C " Squadron is to be
heartily congratulated on winning the
Sports Section, and so registering their
first win since this cup was competed for.
A " Squadron, for once, were second.
The Band of the 13th/18th Hussars
provided the music, and so helped to perfect the afternoon's entertainment.
At the conclusion of the meeting, the
prizes were kindly presented by Lieut .Col . V . J . Greenwood, M .C.
The final placings were :
C " Squadron . . .
.. .
3 " H.Q ." Wing . . .
4 . " M .G ." Squadron
" A " Squadron

Points
Gained .
41
33

Old Comrades'
Cup Points.

26
10

10

20
1i

5

Results were as follows :
too Yards .*—t, Tpr . Dowlman (" A ") : 2, Tpr.
Quinn (" M .G .") ; 3 . Tpr . Hicks (" A ") : 4.
L ./Cpl . Eames (" H .Q .").
88o Yards.*—1, L ./Cpl . Mottram (" C ") : 2
L ./Cpl . Smith (" A ") : 3, Cpl . Cobb (" A ");
4, Tpr . Flynn (" C ")

220 Yards.*—1, Tpr . Dowlman (" A'') ; 2, Tpr.
Quinn (" M .G .") : 3, L ./Cpl . Joddrell (" H .Q .");
4, L ./Cpl . Eames (" H .Q .").
Long Jump .*--1, L ./Cpl . Mordaunt (" C ") : 2,
L ./Cpl . Forward (" H .Q ." ) : 3, Farr . Davis
(" C ") : 4, Tpr . Hicks (" A ").
High Jump .*-1, L ./Cpl . Marshall (" C ") : 2,
L ./Cpl . Sutherland (" H .Q ." ) : 3, L ./Cpl . Mordaunt (" C " I ; 4, Cpl . Cobb (" A ").
440 Yards .*—1, Tpr . Meenan (" A ") : 2, L ./Cpl.
Joddrell (" H .Q .") : 3, Tpr . Poulter (" C ") ; 4,
L ./Cpl . Smith (" A ")
Tug-of War.*-1, " C " Squadron ; 2, " H .Q ."
Wing ; 3, " A '' Squadron : 4, " M .G ." Squadron.
Putting the Shot .—I, L ./Cpl . Marshall (" C
Tpr . Allison (" H .Q .") ; 3, L ./Cpl . 13 Smith
("A").
One Mile.*--1, L ./Cpl . Mottram (" C ") : 2.
Tpr . Turton (" C") : 3, Tpr . Roberts (" C ") :
4, Tpr . Raynor (" A " 1.
. Miss Gwen . Clapson (
10th Ladies' Race.—1
Royal Hussars) ; 2, Mrs . Walker (R .H .A .) : 3,
Mrs . Benson (13th/18th Hussars).
Lewsby Veterans' Race . —./Sergt.
Far
M .G .") ; 2, Sergt . McNeill (" H Q ") : 3.
Sergt . Daniels (" M .G .").
Band (Spot) Race .—1, Boy Luard (13th/18th
Hussars).
Sack Race .—1, Tpr . Raynor (" A") ; 2, Tpr.
Wigley (" H .Q .") : 3 . Tpr . Codrai (" A ").
Inter-Squadron Relay.*-1, " H .Q ." Wing : 2,
A " Squadron ; 3, " C " Squadron : 4 . " M .G ."
Squadron.
120 Yards Hurdles .-1 . L ./Cpl . Marshall ("C");
2, Tpr . Rodwell (''C 3, Tpr. Hutchinson
(" A ") ; 4, Tpr . Meenan (" A ")
Three Miles Race .—1, Tpr . Turton (" C ") ; 2,
Tpr . Roberts (" C ") : 3, Tpr . Davis (" C ").
Boys' Race .—1, Peter Spraggs (R .H .A .).
Girls' Race .—1, Sheila Burke (R .H .A .).
Open Relay .—1, R .A .S .C . : 2, " C " Battery,
R .H .A . : 3, Welsh Guards : 4, R .A .O .C.
* Denotes Old Comrades' Cup Event.

COMMAND ATHLETIC MEETING.
APRIL 22ND TO 26TH.
In the individual events, our only
representative, Tpr . Dowlman, put up a
very good show in the two sprints, but
was beaten in his heats to third place,
the standard being very high.
We entered a team for all events in the
relay and team races, but once again we
were well beaten in our heats, the standard being too high for us . Our teams
performed quite creditably, and, although
no wins were registered, favourable impressions were gained.
L ./Cpl . Mottram deserves special
praise for his great effort in the Three
Miles Team Race, and was beaten by
inches only, many notable performers of
the Command finishing behind him .
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BAND NOTES.
LATELY the doings of the Band have
not been as varied as one could wish,
and it must appear that we live a very
monotonous existence at this time of the
year.
Of course, something usually crops up
now and then to relieve the situation.
Take an instance that happened on the
occasion of the annual inspection by the
G .O .C . The night previous to the parade
all kits were laid out, clean and ready for
donning on the morrow ; but when the
trumpeter sounded " Reveille " the next
morning, the beautifully starched serges
and breeches were missing . The notorious " loose wallahs " had paid us a visit,
and with a malice aforethought had purloined our best clobber and left us
stranded with a general's inspection looming in the very near future . However,
after much searching among Gunners and
Signallers for necessary apparel, we
managed to be O .K . in time . It is sad
to relate in connection with the robbery
that, although one of " Bullet's " socks
was found in the middle of the barrack
square, the other has not yet been returned . (N .B .—Burn it ; we'll bless you!)
In the realms of snort, we have fared
quite well this year . In the Squadron
Sports we had the pleasure of annexing
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five firsts, three seconds, and four thirds,
all secured by six competitors ; and in the
Regimental Athletic Meeting our three
entrants—Messrs . Eames, Forward and
Nel—materially assisted " H .Q ." Wing
in gaining 27 valuable points.
As regards cricket this year, we are
sorry to say that we have not yet found
our form . We have played the Gloucestershire Regiment twice, and lost on both
occasions ; the ground we performed on
had a lot to do with our first defeat, for,
as you know, we are very susceptible, and
to dive ' neath strange and weird linen
that is being aired on one of the boundaries is enough to scare even Cyril, and
he has been through many courses . The
second match was a much closer affair
than the first, and we lost, after a very
good game, by the narrow margin of 8
runs.
We journeyed to Helmieh to play the
12th Lancers, and once again, although
we had our full team on view, a muchneeded victory eluded us, and we had,
like our Regimental hockey team, to be
content with a good tea.
Still, " practice makes perfect " they
say, and we hope to give a good account
of ourselves in the forthcoming Troop
Cup Competition.
The Boys' team is coming on of late.
True they have not won a match yet,
but we have high hopes of making
cricketers out of some of them.
In the swimming line we are afraid that
this year the outlook is not as promising
as was the case last year . We have lost
the services of two good swimmers, but
nevertheless, " Nil desperandum " is our
motto, and we hope to do better this
season than we have done before.
F . C . B.

LIST OF EDUCATIONAL
ATTAINMENTS.
.A " SQUADRON.
Firsts .—S .S .M .
Dearden, S .Q .M .S . Malins.
Sergts . Prince, Hart and Davis, Cpls . Cobb,
Downes and Siely, and L ./Cpl . Wass and Pragnell .
bers in possession of Seconds .—75.
Numbers in possession of Thirds .—55 .
Num
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" C " SQUADRON.
S .Q .M .S . Turner, Sergt.
Shepherd, Cpl . Frisby, L ./Cpls . Mordaunt and
Ennals, and Tpr . \Varner.
Firsts .—S .S .M .

Numbers in possession of Seconds .—9o.
Numbers in possession of Thirds .—39.
" M .G ." SQUADRON.
Special .—S .Q .M .S . Standing.
Firsts .—S .S .M . Willis and Sergts . Daniels,

Donovan and Wilson.
Numbers in possession of Seconds .—34.
Numbers in possession of Thirds .—62.

Special.-R.Q.M.S
Firsts.-R.S.M

" H .Q ." WING.
. Mason.
. Vokins, Bandmaster Roberts,

S .S .Ms . Guy and Rusbridge, F .Q .M .S . Stratton,
S .Q .M .S. Goatcher, Sergts . Clifton, Taylor,
Bishop and Garcia, Cpl . Williams, L ./Cpls.
Sutherland, Eames and Nei, Bdsn . Marks, and
Tprs . Marshall and Thompson.
Numbers in possession of Seconds .—92.
Numbers in possession of Thirds .—42.

the last time our notes appeared
S INCE
in the GAZETTE, very few happenings
of any importance have occurred, but
some are worthy of mention . There has
arisen in the Mess a society of skilled
card players, who can locate and extract
phat from their opponents' hands without
the slightest effort . There is a Phat
Controller, ably assisted by a Vice-Controller (or perhaps a Deputy Controller
would sound better), and if, as occasionally it happens, these two should take
the field together as partners, woe betide
the unfortunates who oppose them—the
Gog and Magog of Phat and Finance.
Easter Monday took some of the members to the Barrage, on a river trip
organized by one of the Church Institutes.
Everything was very enjoyable, except
the congestion at the Barrage, as the
natives also held holiday on this day, and
are equally aware of the attractions of
this pretty spot.
The basis of a happy home is a capable
cook, and this we have in Abdul . He
was married recently, and the Mess was
welcomed to his little reception, and a
party took advantage of his offer . On
their arrival, the band struck up " The
King," and Alec, complete with tarbush,
took the salute with the assurance of a
monarch of long standing .

Some capital viands were served, and
Alec, being Too per cent . Egyptian, dispensed with the use of knives and forks
on the broad principle of " When in
Rome . . . "
We travelled to Helmieh recently to
fulfil a cricket fixture with the 12th
Lancers, and afterwards were entertained
to tea . Most of us had a longer innings
at the latter function, and brought off
some capital strokes . We always had a
job to get away from our friends, the
Lancers . The evening was passed in
their company, and the journey home
made in their bus . Many thanks, old
friends, and may the return fixture lose
nothing by comparison.
Our tennis court is frequented more by
Betties than Bunnies, but we have
managed two or three other games with
different Messes . We are afraid that
Wimbledon, the Mecca of `' Jock," is as
far away as ever.
The bi-monthly All Ranks' Dances, for
which the court is the venue, take place as
the most attractive functions staged here,
and credit is due to those whose voluntary efforts are responsible for the transformation of a very ordinary tennis court
into an Eastern cafe, with a splendid floor
for dancing.
The long summer evenings are with us
now, and billiards is not the appealing
game of the cold evenings . There is one
member still to be found gazing at the
vacant table, and practising a few of his
trick shots and regretting the fact that
members are scarce, or rather chary of
an encounter with him . Never mind,
Ben, you will have your moments when
the game is in season again.
We have a little difference of opinion
to settle in the near future with the
R .H .A ., and are getting in a little practice . Charley has the flippant feathers
well in hand, and his unerring aim would
out-tell Tell.
The '' phatists " have arranged a code
of signals, and " Tam " has taken his cue
to the Armourer, and if our intensive
training does bear fruit, the R .H .A . will
be going about barefooted before long.
A few remarks concerning our old
members may perhaps interest our
readers . Jack Pownall is still with the
3rd Hussars and doing well, and thinking
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of emigrating to New Zealand in a couple
of years' time . Tom Mitchell is employed in Scotland, and if rumour speaks
truth, bids fair to become the champion
dirt-track rider of those parts . Rumour
has it that George Giddy has accepted the
but position of Town Crier of Glasgow,
we are rather afraid that his Scotch will
not be fluent enough.

A TALE OF THE SERGEANTS'
MESS.
A stands for Alec, our admirable Farrier.
B for Ben Shepherd, who is longing to
marry her,
C features Cordy, who was once a boy,
D stands for Donovan full of the joy.
E gives us Elderfield, musketry fan,
F will be Frank, our crack rifle man.
G is for the Guy who applies the leg,
H should be Haines, whose mules can
beg
I can be Isaac of " A " Squadron fame.
J is for Johnny, whom no one can tame,
K will be Kit which we all should possess.
L is its Lack when we clean up the Mess.
M features Malins, who is built on the
square,
N stands for Nothing that we can compare.
q first in Osborne, the dark and the
silent,
P stands for Prince, the strong and
violent,
Q Quartermasters, there are five in the
Mess,
R will be Roberts, our Bandmaster you ' ll
guess.
the
bold Stratton, the dart king and
S
sinker,
T will be Turner, the silent non-drinker.
U is Useless which we use very often,
3 here we have Vokins, who is not a
soft 'un.
W stands for William, who cannot stand
bluffers,
X is Xerostomis from which he oft
suffers.
Y gives us Young, provider of meat : it
requires
Z for Zeal in order to eat it .

FOREWORD.
UST recently, lots of people of various
nationahties—non-combatants for the
most part—have been inundating a longsuffering public with lurid imaginings
about our profession . We must accept
these things as insults and slurs upon us.
Therefore I beg to submit this tale,
written after the best traditions of horrormongers, but ending somewhat differently .—R . J . M.
THE STORY OPENS.
Truly they were in evil case . At 0830
hours Sergeant Nemo had received his
orders and had anticipated a pleasant day
out . He could remember them perfectly,
word for word : " to parade two
composite troops and to proceed to N, there
to get in touch with details of ' B ' Squadron ."
A keen soldier, he had rather
relished his job . There'd be no funny
tricks with him on parade . Oh, dear no!
The blighters had stopped him three
points, and he'd be stricken pink, purple
and peculiar before he'd . . . But what
was the use ? No earthly good thinking
of that now.
Admittedly he hadn't sent out pointers,
but who would have expected this ?
Not a mile from barracks, and several
thousand fat signallers lazing about the
camp . . . idle swine at Headquarters.
. . . Sheer carelessness . The Sergeant
stifled a rising panic . " Musn't lose my
head," he muttered.
What an utter box-up ! Two troops
of cavalry, dismounted, their horses less
than a thousand yards away, but for all
practical purposes on the other side of
the world .
Hemmed in . . . trapped

and not a single rifle between them!
Only a matter of seconds now before
they tumbled to the true state of affairs
. . . and then . . . a bloody shambles.
. . . If he could only get through to
" B ." . . . In a kind of rage, he grabbed
the telephone and twirled the handle
frenziedly . . . . No reply.
Anyhow, thank heaven for adequate
cover . A brief respite, but the end was
inevitable . A cold sweat broke out on
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the Sergeant's face . " Hell," he muttered . " Somebody will have my stripes
for a necktie over this . . . if I don't get
drilled, that is . . . . "
The firing, which had momentarily subsided, now broke out afresh . A soft
bullet struck the top of the parapet and
ricochetted off with an eerie wail.
" Rapid fire, damn them, " thought
the Sergeant . " If they only knew! "
He had done his best, had the Sergeant.
When he had realized, with something of
a shock, the true state of affairs, he had
determined to make the best of it, and
had sent his flag to float proudly on the
gentle morning breeze . He smiled
grimly at the recollection of the immediate burst of frightfulness that had sent
the flag fluttering down, shot full of
holes . He would keep those poor tattered remnants, and when the end came.
flaunt them proudly in the very faces
of those unscrupulous swine . . . damn
them to all eternity!
A youthful Corporal was doing his best
to maintain a spirit of cheerfulness in the
men, who were huddled under the overhanging brow of the parapet . The noise
increased in volume . One or two of the
men forced a laugh at the Corporal's
sallies.
" Poor devils !
muttered the Sergeant, " they don ' t realize . . . they can ' t
realize . . . . " If only he could get
through to " B " ! . . . The firing—if
only they ' d stop, just for a moment
. . . the noise was frightful . The bullets
incessantly thudded into the ground
beyond the parapet, sending showers of
fine sand pattering down on the cringing
bodies beneath.
He noticed abstractedly that the Corporal was starting another scurrilous yarn
with gallant gaiety . " Good man,
Smith ! " said the Sergeant, softly.
" Should have had his second bar before
this," he ruminated . " Strange how an
occasion like this proves ' em . "
The telephone bell rang sharply .
In
one elastic movement, the Sergeant
grasped the receiver .
" Hullo, hullo!
Is that ` B ' ? . . . Hullo, hullo! . . .
Oh, hell! . . . " He carefully replaced
the receiver, and turned slowly to the
expectant faces of the men . One glance
at his ashy features and they relapsed
into their former apathy .
One of the

younger men had broken down completely
and was screaming something about
" Little Pal ."
" For the love of Mike, pipe down!
snarled the Sergeant . . . . The Corporal
asked a mute question ; the Sergeant gave
an almost imperceptible shake of his head.
" Gee !
There'll be hell to pop, any
minute now . "
The Sergeant beckoned the Corporal to
one side . For a moment he stood
thoughtfully gnawing his moustache.
The Corporal regarded him with level
gaze.
" There's just one chance, " said the
Sergeant finally . With curious detachment he watched one of the older men
tear up a strip of paper into small, equal
pieces .
The firing seemed to have
slackened down slightly.
" Look here, Smith," said the Sergeant
suddenly . " There's a ridge running at
right angles to this, unbroken as far as
I can see .
A determined man, once on
the other side of that, could make his
way back and find out a thing or two,
and see just how had things are
" I'm your man, Sarge," returned the
other . " To go out scrapping is one
thing, but to be shot down like a dog.
In a moment he was gone . The Sergeant watched him work his way carefully
to the end of the parapet, and disappear
from sight.
Offering up a short prayer, the Sergeant turned to the pitiable huddle of
humanity under the parapet . " Taking
it very well, " he thought . Oh, for a
Vickers, a rifle, a bally catapult, even.
Any damned thing to give one wallop in
exchange ! Wonder if Smith had .got
through? There seemed to be no shooting over on the right . . . should get
over, with luck . . . .
Suddenly he stopped dead, and uttered
a groan.
From away on the right came the
vicious stutter of a machine gun . . . .
The way was closed . Apathy settled like
a cloud on the faces of the men . Hope
deferred maketh the heart sick .
. The
Corporal slid down the slope of the bank
in a cloud of choking dust.
" N .B .G ., Sarge," he almost sobbed.
" They have got a -- Hotchkiss covering the whole
sector! "
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The Sergeant straightened himself.
The end was very near . With a gust
of rage he grabbed the telephone and
hurled it with all his force against the
wall, sinking upon his knees and burying
his face in his sleeve .
Thank God he
hadn't a wife and kiddies!
He was at
any rate spared that.
Of a sudden the firing ceased.
The silence seemed in contrast even
more oppressive . With a convulsive
movement the Sergeant was on his feet,
listening intently . Now for the end . . .
one wild swirl, a few minutes ' bitter
onslaught, and then . . . .
The men had all risen from their
cramped postures and were staring with
glassy eyes towards the top of the parapet, some shaking with suppressed excitement, others indifferent, some with
positive eagerness . . . . The Sergeant
was twisting the tattered flag with nervous fingers . . . at least he had something . . . .
Were they never coming?
Not a sound broke the deadly stillness.
Minutes passed.
It seemed hours . Damn this suspense!
Why couldn't they do something-? Anything . . . this inaction was maddening.
A stealthy footfall . The Corporal
could have screamed . One of the men
gave an audible gasp . . . .
A drift of fine sand floated gently down
. . . a voice . .
baly " What about changing those
targets ? Four details have fired on those
same ones! Been trying to get yon on
the phone for hours . Why didn't you
put your blinking flag up ?
R . J . M.

T the time of writing, the Corporals'
Mess has very little matter of remark
with which to regale the reader . Ours
has been a quiet existence since the conclusion of the Collective Training season.
That is, of course, as regards entertainments and the like, for, as is well known.
the Mess takes a second place in the Regiment for noisiness, only being beaten by
the Canteen on a Friday night .

A

What with that instrument the gramophone, before-mentioned in these notes,
and the " barracking " of billiard players
who do funny things with the balls, to
their opponents ' despair, it does not
require much reinforcement to create an
uproar . To cap matters, one of our
intellectuals unfortunately bears a slight
resemblance to Mr . Gandhi, and vague
references to salt invariably cause heated
remarks to ensue.
At the Regimental Athletic Meeting we
had, as usual, a tea tent where our friends
and ourselves made short work of the
victuals.
During the period covered by the
Command Athletic Meeting, the Regiment accommodated the representatives
of the King's Regiment, from Moascar,
and we did our best to entertain their
Corporals of the party . A billiard match
was arranged one evening, and we beat
them by only 28 points . As this match
consisted of six games each of too up,
it can be easily understood that the match
was very closely contested and that exciting games were the order.
Speaking of billiards, the Mess had a
pleasant shock quite recently . The
N .A .A .F .I . opened their hearts and sent
us up four new cues, complete with metal
cases, each with padlock and key . One
or two members were bitterly disappointed when they learnt that the cues
were not for presentation for some performance of outstanding merit . Patience
and perseverance may, let it be said by
way of consolation, entitle them, one day,
to submit articles to the Sunday newspapers describing the difficult shots with
which they have been successful from
time to time.
For over a space of many years, the
Mess had not been photographed, and it
was decided that, in view of the probable
departure of many of our oldest members
in the coming trooping season, one should
be taken whilst the wish was still in being.
And so it came to pass . One morning
found us all piled up on top of some
tables and forms, dressed in our best,
and smiling—or with a good intention of
doing so—at the man behind the camera.
This gentleman did his tricks as such
gentlemen do . The result was rather
enlightening, for it has conv inced some
of us, at long last, that we are not really
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good-looking at all, but merely homely,
with which word one describes ugliness
if wishing to avoid injuring another ' s
feelings.
India fills our thoughts to-day, and ere
long we shall again be braving the billows
With perhaps five or so years
en route .
in that great land, the Mess hope to make
a name for themselves . In five years,
too, most likely someone will be found
who can write some good notes! The
Editor fer v ently hopes so, anyway.

TRAVELS.
about the middle of April when
I Tawas
wanderlust took us, and, getting
suddenly bored by the flies and dust of
Egypt, we set off on a small coasting
steamer, up the coasts of Palestine and
Syria . One of our first ports of call was
Haifa, a little Levantine port, nestling at
the foot of Mount Carmel, with a long
range of snow-capped mountains behind.
Here we went ashore, and, having procured a motor, started off on the thirtymile drive to Tiberius.
The road wound its way gradually up
hill, getting more and more beautiful the
higher it got . We passed numerous
Jewish settlements, hideous little collections of tumbledown wooden houses.
Our Mohammedan driver pointed them
out with disgust . There were so many
of them, and so few Arab villages.
Somewhere near the top of the mountains
is the Balfour Forest, large plantations
of young trees, at which the Jews were
hard at work as we passed.
Whatever one ' s feelings on the subject
may be, one cannot help noticing that the
Jews are better and more systematic cul tivators of the soil than the Arabs, but.
of course, they have much more money
behind them.
We passed through Nazareth and
Canna of Galilee, two little towns of
churches and monasteries.
Then we got our first glimpse of the
Sea of Galilee, far down below us, of a
deep and wonderful blue, surrounded by
mountains, and, standing higher than all
the others, Mount Hermon, covered in
snow .

It was a wonderful sight, indescribably
lovely.
Then we went down to Tiberius, along
the shores of the sea . There were some
men fishing in a boat . How like them
those other men must have looked, as
they fished there, so long ago, before
setting out to preach the Gospel, and alter
the whole history of the world!
All was beautiful and peaceful, but also
very hot, as the Sea of Galilee is many
feet below sea-level, and we were glad
to go tip the mountains again, to the
cooler air.
Our driver, who had a notion that the
entire population was deaf, as well as
blind, never ceased blowing motor-horns,
of which he had two, one more strident
than the other, and so we returned to
Haifa, to the din of his dreadful music.
We were too late for the wild flowers,
which, for. a short time at the end of
March, cover the mountain-sides with
colour . We saw various gay-coloured
birds of kinds unknown to us, and large
lizards sat sunning themselves on the
rocks and watched us go by.
We went on board our ship again, and
next morning woke up to the sound of
our anchor rattling down, off the port of
Beirut.
We immediately got up and poked our
heads out of the port-hole . There is
something quite exciting about waking
up at a new place! And a pretty picturesque little place Beirut is, from the
sea.
us Here the English Consul kindly got
an excellent car, and we set off on a
fifty-mile drive to Baalbeck.
The French, who have a mandate for
Syria . have done wonders with the roads.
That which we took over the Mountains
of Lebanon, is a splendid road, and a
fine piece of engineering, as the mountains are high and extremely steep . The
road for the most part goes in a series
of sharp zig-zags—almost hairpin bends
—with a precipice, many feet deep, on
one side, and our chauffeur, following the
almost invariable rule of Eastern drivers,
kept as near the edge of that precipice
as he possibly could! There was a lot
of traffic on the road, mostly cars driven
by French officers : varied occasionally by
flocks of goats, and country people riding .
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On the north side, the mountains are
covered with houses . Beirut, being extremely hot in summer, practically everyone sleeps on higher ground, returning
to the town for the day, to work . The
mountains are terraced and cultivated
with grapes and corn, and, as they are
extremely steep and rocky, one felt the
inhabitants must be possessed of the
climbing abilities of their own goats.
Along the side of the road grew rock
roses, blue anchusas and broom, though
in no great profusion . On the southern
side of the mountains the road drops
rapidly down into a great cultivated plain,
with mountains again rising on its farther
side . It is the same plain which runs all
through Palestine and Syria, and contains
the Dead Sea, the Jordan Valley, and the
Sea of Galilee.
The mountains on the southern side
are not much cultivated, being even too
steep and rocky for the indefatigable
Syrians . They are very rugged and grand
and wild . Of Cedars of Lebanon we saw
none, though we heard there were young
plantations . All the old trees have gone
long ago . We heard of one old plantation in the mountains beyond Tripoli,
where there are trees of a very great age.
Baalbeck is an old Roman temple, in a
good state of preservation, considering
the vicissitudes through which it has
passed.
It was used as a fort by the Arabs, and
their fortifications are still to be seen,
built among the pillars of the temple.
Some of the columns are built of enormous stones, and are of great height and
would be a tremendous undertaking for
a modern engineer, equipped with good
tools and machinery.
How the wonderful geniuses of old
built them, it is impossible for us to say.
The red granite used in the buildings
was brought from Assuan, hundreds of
miles away, right up the River Nile.
With an account of the rest of our
travels I could fill a hook, even though
they only lasted for a fortnight.
Of our fellow-passengers of every
nationality, of our stammering attempts
to talk to some of them in their own
languages, of their replying almost invariably in perfect English, of the cargoes
that were put on board with much shouting, and taken off again next day, with
much more shouting, of a cargo of sheep,
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and some wonderfully strong cheeses
which we saw departing with relief, of
the various places we visited—Antioch,
Rhodes and Athens . No : I must . stop,
or the book will be running into Vol . II
before I know where I am .

C
H
A
T
time has come," the Walrus
T HE
said,
" To talk of many things :
Of shoes—and ships—and sealing-wax
Of cabbages—and kings
And why the sea is boiling hot
And whether pigs have wings ."
And, like the Walrus, the time has
come for me, too, to talk of " many
things, " of socials and of jumble sales,
and days at Sidi Bishr, where the sea, by
now, though not quite boiling, will be
lovely and warm in which to bathe.
Well, to start with socials and jumble
sales . We finished the " socials season "
with two jumble sales early in March,
when days were getting pleasantly warm,
and everyone preferred to he out of doors.
They both went with a swing which would
have warmed the heart of a Mr . Harrod
or Mr . John Barker, and, in a few
moments, not a bargain was to be found.
As a result, we have 545 piastres as a nice
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bank balance with which to have a party
when we get to Meerut.
Alas, a few of those who attended the
socials this winter will no longer be with
us, as their husbands will have finished
their time in the Army . Good luck to
them all, and may they be happy and
prosperous in England, and not forget
their days with the Tenth.
The weather up till now has been
pleasantly cool, except for one khamseen, the worst for many years, when the
temperature rose to 106 degrees in the
shade, and it felt at least 130, and a wind
blew which was hot enough to have done
full justice in the nether regions . Luckily
it only lasted a day, or we should all, I
fear, have been melted away.
Now everyone's thoughts are turning
to sea-bathing and a blue Mediterranean,
where, to misquote from the Walrus and
the Carpenter once more:
The sea is wet as wet can be,
The sands as dry as dry,
You cannot see a cloud, because
No cloud is in the sky.
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Col . R . B . Fisher Childe . A . Kearsey, Esq.
The Lord Nunburnholme . Major Fielden.
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Major Ivan Guthrie:
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A . E . Lowther, Esq .
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Major E . P . Awdry .
Capt . J . S . M . Wardell . Mr . F . Standing.
Capt . E . W . Palmes .
Mr . I . O'Brien.
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years have now passed since we
T WO
recommenced the publication of this
Journal, and we beg to thank all who
have contributed towards the success it
has achieved.
Although we have not received from
the Old Comrades the amount of support
that we expected, we are very grateful
for that which we have received . Perhaps this new volume, of which this copy
is No . 1, will remind all ex-10th Hussars
that we have as yet only received about
fifty subscription forms and fees for the
next four . issues.
Intending subscribers should write their
names and addresses on a piece of paper
and attach it to the postal order or cheque
whichever they send . In the past we
have occasionally had postal orders, etc .,
sent in an envelope with no instructions
as to what it is, or from whom it has
come . This prevents us from forwarding
the name and address to the printers, and
so delays the delivery of the GAZETTE to
that person.
If literary subscribers wish to have
their contributions returned to them, will
they please state so and they will he
returned as follows :
Contributions not accepted will be
returned at once.
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Contributions accepted will be returned
as soon as they have been received from
the printers .
*
* *
When typing articles, please leave a
space between the lines.
*
* *
We are still in need of the complete set
of the pre-war GAZETTE, and we should
like to hear from anyone who may have
a set for disposal .
*
* *
We wish to thank -Mr . C . Boyd for
forwarding to us the Egyptian Medal of
one of the Old Comrades, Pte . T . Austin
(No . 1869) .
*
* *
We beg to request that our readers,
when requiring goods of any description,
to deal with our advertisers, and when
doing so please mention the GAZETTE.
By dealing with the firms that advertise
in it, yon assist the GAZETTE just as much
as if you send in articles.
*
* *
The rates of subscription to the Regimental GAZETTE are as follows :
12

For
Months

Officers
.. .
...
1
1
o
Past and Present
N .C .Os . and Men o 4 0
If sent by post
. .. 0 4 6
Other Subscribers . . . o 6 6
*
* *

For
One Copy.
d.

I o
1 2
i S

All literary contributions should be sent
to :
THE EDITOR,
THE N ROYAL HUSSARS GAZETTE,
ABDUL MOUNEIM BARRACKS,
ABBASSIA, CAIRO, EGYPT.
*
*
All inquiries from people in England
can be addressed to :
MRS . MACKENZIE,
33, PEMBROKE SQUARE,
KENSINGTON,
LONDON.
*
* *
All inquiries from persons residing
abroad must he addressed to : —
THE EDITOR.
(address above) .
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All cheques and postal orders should be
made payable to the Hon . Secretary and
Treasurer, and crossed "Not negotiable .'
*
*
*
All inquiries and payments from advertisers in England should he sent direct to
the printers :
MESSRS . GALE & POLDEN, LTD .,
WELLINGTON WORKS,
ALDERSHOT, ENGLAND.
All others should be sent to the Hon.
Secretary and Treasurer.

REGIMENTAL GAZETTE.
"

LONDON GAZETTE ."

The following extract from London Gazette
o . 33579, dated February 14th, 1930, is republished
Lieut . C . B . C . Harvey to be Adjutant 1/1/30,
and to be Captain under the provisions of Art . III,
Royal Warrant .
POSTINGS.
The undermentioned men were posted from the
12th Royal Lancers on the dates as stated :—
74178
.
Farrs . R . Charlesworth,
£
1/3/30.
310765 Farr . G . F . Morley . 21/3/30.
The undermentioned Boys joined the Regiment
from the 7th Hussars on 12/3/30 :
549947 Boy G . Chorlton.
549932 Boy C . Moger.
549879 Boy J . Copley.
;49888 Boy W . Hills.
549872 Boy P . O'Regan.
549931 Boy G . Rose.
$49875 Boy W Garmeson.
340946 Boy S . Upham.
EMBARKATIONS.
The undermentioned men proceeded to the
United Kingdom on the dates as stated
769036 Tpr . N . Harrop (invalided), 3/3/3 0.
749875 Tpr . W . J . Marshall (for transfer to
Army Reserve), 2 4/3/30.
529745 Tpr . J . Murrell (for transfer to Army
Reserve), 24/3/30.
402755 Tpr . \V . Stacey (for discharge), 10/4/30.
PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
The following promotions and appointments have
been made, with effect from the dates as stated :
543907 L ./Cpl . G . Morbey, promoted Corporal,
1 5/ 1 /3 0.
546359 L ./Cpl . R . Sullivan, appointed Paid
Lance-Corporal, 15/1/30.
546655 L ./Cpl . B . Hogarth, appointed Paid
Lance Corporal, 13/3/30 .
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Appointed Unpaid Lance-Corporals, 8/4/30 :
543 21 3 Tpr . E . R . Bridge.
546188 Tpr . R . Bragg.
546661 Tpr . A . Hicks.
546721 Tpr . W. McCulloch.
7599 8 5 Tpr . S . Burnage.
546821 Tpr . H . J . Richards.
548223 Tpr . H . Hollier.
548348 Tpr . R . G . Sproule.

BIRTHS.
TAYLOR .—On March 11th, 1930, at the Military
Families' Hospital, Abbassia, to the wife of
No . 534441 Sergt. P . Taylor—a son (Michael
James).
WILLLs .—On March 29th, 1930, at the Military
Families' Hospital, Abbassia, to the wife of
No . 534735 S .S .M . W . N . Willis—a daughter
(Evelyn Doris) .

TRANSFERS.
The following man was transferred to the
1st Bn . The Durham Light Infantry on 6/4/3o :—
763117 Tpr . J . Baxter.

CAPT. C . K . DAVY, M .C.

EXTENSIONS AND RE-ENGAGEMENTS.

S .Q .M .S . A . STANDING.

The undermentioned N .C .Os . and men extended
their service to complete 12 years with the Colours
on the dates as stated :
543255 L ./Cpl . R . C . Upshall, 6/3/3o.
543 2 35 Cpl . H . J . Setchell, 6/3/3o.
538359 L ./Sergt . R . L . Osborne, 2/4/30.
544 086 Cpl . S . H . Allen, 2/4/30.
54321 3 L ./Cpl . E . Bridge, 10/4/30.
543265 Farr . \V . Mace, 10/4/30.
543 206 Tpr . A . H . West, 10/4/30.
The undermentioned W .O ., N .C .Os . and men
re-engaged to complete 21 years' Army service on
the dates stated :
534041 R .Q .M .S . F . O . Mason : to continue
in the Service beyond 21 years until
4/12/31.
534172 Farr ./Cpl . R . M . Siely, 22/3/30.
534559 L ./Cpl . J . Verge, 31/3/3 0.
534574 Farr ./Cpl . A . J . Leggett, 2/4/30.
534258 Tpr . T . Whittingham, 1/5/30.
534 261 Farr ./Cpl . F . Clarke, 3/5/3 o .
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